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San Francisco Is Cut off by Seven Alienists Give Their
Rail From All DAffidavits to be Used In
irections.
Argument.

"

1

-.

The bill Is very stringent and there
is no doubt whatever that It will do
the work for which it was passed.
The present republican house
great credit for having passed
this bill. It indicates that the legislature, though buffeted on all side
by lying Insinuations, has stood for
what the people want and has given
it to them as far as possible, even
against the efforts of an antagonistic
council.

'KV IJILL DIFFERS
BUT LITTLE I ROM OLD
Santa Fe, N. M., March 21. The
special conference committee reported
in the house this morning a new appropriation bill.
The bill was taken
up at once and passed the house with-

out opposition. The bill provides the
following changes:
Interest on bonded debt, $20,000.
Agricultural college, $ 16,000.
School of Mines, $15,000.
Cnlversity of New Mexico, $22,500.
Normal school. Silver City, $16,000.
Normal university. Las Vegas, $16,-00with an additional $1,500 for
a summer school.
Military institute, $17,000.
Insane asylum, or so much as may
be necessary $60,000.
Minors' hospital, Haton, $10,000.
Blind asylum, $12,500.
Iteform school, $5,000.
leaf and dumb Institute, $7,500.
The hospitals and other charitable
appropriations are left unchanged
from present appropriations, and the
penitentiary
appropriation remains
the same; also territorial officers' salaries remain unchanged.
The miscellaneous fund is the same, with a
few minor Items.
Section 20 gives the mounted police
$23 additional pay for railroad fare
and contingent expenses.
The bill also provides a levy by the
territoi-'.tauditor in excess of four-te- e
ii miils.
provides
It
a bond Issue of $;I!j,-00- 0
for permanent improvements at
the educational institutions, a follows:
University of New Mexico, $30,000.
Military Institute, Hoswell, $20,000.
Normal university, Las Vegas, $10,-000,

0.

Normal

school, Silver City,

$10,-00-

0.

School of Mines, Socorro, $15,000.
Agricultural college, $30,000.
Miners' hospital, Haton, $10,000.
The house then took a recess until
3 o'clock this afternoon, and the bill
was reported immediately
to the
council.
In the council the appropriation bill
was taken up at once, on motion of
Mr. Sargent, under suspension of the
Sargent moved to amend the
rules.
bill to Insert for the bureau of Immigration $4,000 for contingent
expenses, and $1,500 for salary of clerk
or secretary; also $3,000 for salary of
the attorney general, salary for fish
and game warden and other minor
amendments.
These
amendments
were adopted and the bill passed the
council by unanimous vote.
The house is deserving of the highest credit. It Is due to the efforts of
the house that the rresent legislature
passed an appropriation bill of any
kind whatever, and It Is also due to
the diplomacy and to the stand taken
by the house members that the council consented to and concurred In the
passage of the bill. It is not known
whether' the governor will sign the
bill or not; but if he does not, the legislature has done all It possibly can
do.

Taken I'p In The Council.
House bill No. 16!i, relative to new
school districts, was passed by unanimous vote.
House bill No. 1S6. relative to th?
sale of liquor to Indians, was passed
by unanimous vote.
The general educational bill was reported by the Committee on territorial affairs. Mr. Miera, chairman.
The
committee recommended that the hill
be amended to t trlke out the educa-- !
tlonal qualifications for county superintendents and substitute a modify
ing educational qualification clause.
The bill will be considered later in
the session, probably tonight.
The council then look a recess until this afternoon.
In the Hhi-4- .
Last night the house took action on
a number of council bills, there being
no opposition to any of the measures,
and a number of other measures will
be taken up and acted upon in both
the house and council.
Afternoon Session Murcli 19.
The house
at 2:30
o'clock. Speaker Baca In the chair.
The chief clerk read the roll, ann answering present.
A
from the council was re.
reived, announcing the passage by th.
council of council substitute for housbill No 14J, the general appropriation
bill. This bill was taken up at once
in motion of Mr. Holt, and was tabled
indefinitely by the house, Mr. Hudspeth objecting. Mr. Holt then movjj
that a conference committee be appointed by the speaker to meet with
l;ke committee from the council
:
draft a new appropriation bill.
This motion prevailed and the speaker
given time to consider his ap- v

i
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FE IS LEAST

SAY THAW NOW INSANE,

OF AIL IN DAMAGE

SHOULD NOT BE RELEASED

Clark's Road Suffered $2,000,000! Also Testify Thaw Knew Nature
In Loss and May Seek New
and Quality of His Act In
Route For Line.

Killing

White.

-

The Evening Citizen.
Fe. N. M., March 21. The
passlng
of the Spless
,i
anil thp
i ... nlcrht In thA Vi n ui
govfact that It was signed by the gamernor today, means that licensed
bling in New Mexico will close January Int. Mr. Beach, of Otero, end
Mr. Green, of Socorro, opposed the
.
bill.--

FIRST,

Cleaned Up To Night or They Die a Nat.
ural Death When the Legislature
Adjourns Sine Die.

Spocial
1

THE

jrstww

FLOOD RUIN

SANTA
FOR

Advisee, M par

td eewts per msntH,

SPECIALISTS HI

APPROPRIATIONS BILL

SKIDOO

by Carriers,

IN CALIFORNIA

INTO A CONFERENCE ON

New Bill Practically Same as Old Without Riders Republican Majority
Deals Generously With This City.

EvMttafl Cltlten, in

Dllvfd

San Francisco, March

a committee of the whole anil
tlnued the consideration of the spe- clal committee's report on the new
'
election law.
At 3:30 o'clock the!
committee of the whole arose and the
speaker convened the house. He announced the appointment of the following as members of the conference
committee: Mr. Abbott, of Santa Fe,

i

con-San-

ta

to floods In many
there Is practically

I

chairman; Mr. Sanches, of Taos; Mr.
Oallegos, Mr. Beach and Mr. Studley.
The committee on enrolled and engrossed bills reported a large number
of bills previously passed as properly
enrolled and engrossed.
The report
was adopted and the speaker signed
the bills.
Mr. Holt then suggested that the
speaker should name a conference
committee of three to meet with a
committee from the council to dls-- 1
cuss house amendment to house bill
No. 115, providing for refunding to'
educational institutions funds used in
land selection and locating, etc.
The
speaker appointed Mr. Holt, Mr. Abbott, of Colfax county, and Mr.
as members of the committee.
In order to give the two above
named committees a chance to meet
Uie house went Into recess until 4
o'clock.
'
When the house
SENATOR STONE
the U.
election law, known as house bill No.
329 vuna tnlron nn "Mr nonrh mnvpil
that oa 7Q .out ,F tha 171 aantlnna harl
SAYS JAPAN WANTS
been read, and as the bill had been
carefully drawn, the reading of the
with, and
remainder be dispensed
that Mr. Mlrabal report the same to
tho house favorably from the com
mittee of the whole.
This motion
prevailed.
The report was adopted
and the bill without .further reading
passed the house. It is hardly probable that it will reach the council In Sending Fleet to Wipe Japan
time to allow that body to examine It,
as it will likely wish to do, and take
From Sea Huge and
action thereon before final adjournment.
Costly Task.
Mr. Holt created considerable merriment by moving that tho Joint conference committee be discharged without honor. Mr. Beach amended to ARCHIPELAGO COULD BE
extend a vote of thanks to the comSEIZED IN ONE WEEK
mittee, which amended motion prevailed. The following special order
recommended by the steering committee was then taken up: Council bill
Kansas City, March 21.
No. 15, without recommendation
an States Senator Wm. J. Stone, United
in the
act to change the county seat of Tor- course of a speech here
last night, at
rance county to Willard was read by the monthly dinner of the
Knife and
title. Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe moved Fork club, said:
to table the bill indefinitely. Holl call
we are to have serious trouble
"If
was demanded, the vote being 12 to with any nation It will be with Japan.
12 and the motion being declared lost Japan wants the Philippines.
I am
by the speaker. Mr. Holt moved that not sure it would
not be
for all
the bill be read preparatory to Its concerned if she should getbest
them;
but
passage. Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe one thing is certain and that Is she
moved to amend to table Mr. Holt's will never get them with our consent,
motion Indefinitely. This motion pre- but we may have trouble
keeping
vailed by a vote of 13 ayes 10 nays, them. Japan could seize in
the archiand Mr. Holt's motion was declared pelago In a week and we would
retabled, the house thereby refusing to duced to send over a big enoughbefleet
pass the bill. Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe to wipe Japan from the sea, and
moved that the vote by which the would be a huge and costly task."that
motion was tabled be
and the same be tabled. This motion FORMER COURT CLERK
was lost, the vote being again 12 to
SENTENCED OXK YEA It
12, the speaker deciding.
Columbus, Ohio, March 21. CharMr. Beach then moved to defer ac
les
O.
Irwin,
former clerk of the Justion on -the bill and make it special tices
court of this city, who was Inorder fo.- Wednesday at 10 a. m. This
on
dicted
three
motion was lost by viva voce vote. ment, pleaded counts for embezzleguilty today on one
This probably ends further consideraand was sentenced to one venr
tion of the attempt to change the count
In
penitentiary
the
and a fine of $450.
county seat of Torrance county.
Council bill No. 4 2, relative to assessment of bank stock. The bill up- UHIGADIEH GENERAL WIXT
DIES IX PHILADELPHIA
on motion of Mr. Holt seconded and
carried, was considered, read the third
Philadelphia. Pa., March 21. Brigtime in full. Mr. Mullens offered an adier General Theodore J. Wint, U. 8.
amendment, which was tabled by a A., commanding the department of
vote of the house. The bill then Missouri, with headquarters at Omaha
died suddenly nt his hotel here today.
He came to Philadelphia for medical
(Continued on 1'itgo Five.)
(treatment, and was 62 years old.
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HOLDS: RAILROADS

WILL TEST

'

FIRST PARLI-

Nicaragua

Youthful Scions of Wealthy New York
Families Financially Crippled by
HeavyDeclines Due to Bear
Raids in Wall Street.

.ew York. March 21. Following lies, have lost in the recent Wall
the cessation of the hysteria which ?tr,' '"" anyw he 'r?m, 1250.000
The bulk of
occurred last week In the stock mar- - monty ttas each.
,ost either In Union Pa!
ket, Wall street has learned that elile or the Hill railroad shares.
among the chief sufferers in the col- - Northern and Northern Pacific! Great
lapse of security prices Is the yountj?r
It will b recalled that Newport last
element of many of New York's best August was a scene of great festivity
known families.
Never before,
i amiinj the younger element of New
well informed bankers say. have the York's wealthy families, all of whom
young and speculatively inclined of apparently had received the
lnforma-NeYork society been so badly burnt Hon of the great Union Pacific divi-I- n
Wall street as has been the case dend coup in advance.
The stock
within the last few weeks.
.Jumped 40 points following
an- Bather definite statements wero nouncement of that dividendthe an I
made concerning the stock market many millions were made as a
of three young scions of sequence.
some of the wealthiest New York' Not content with taking their
According to statements profits, the young men abandoned
families.
made In Wall street the particular fa-- ; their conservatism and plunged
e
of tills coteriu was Union Pa- - ly.
They were told lv th
,mu.
cltic common stock, around which the heads In Union Pacific that the stock
great financial Worm of last week w ould sell at more than $;io0 a share,
broke,
The stock never reached that pric- -.
Older members of the Union, but has slowly been declining until
Metropolitan It reached the toboggan nil,!
Knickerboc ker
and
ilubs state that their Junior fellow week, when it went down with
then resolved Itself into members, the sons of weal'.hv fam
Ible crash.
w

deep-vorit-

'

lt
ir.

STATE1AW

Whips Forces

of Ogden

Salvador and Honduras
Combined.

SOUTHEKX PAUT OF STATE
Los Angeles, March 21. For the
first time In ten years rail communication with San Francisco and the
north was severed today as a result of
numerous floods and washouts. All
the transcontinental ines are affected,
the Santa Fe suffering the least. The
Salt Lake line is in worse shape than
ever. For weeks through traffic on
the Clark road has been suspended,
owing to the destruction of eighty
miles of rorvlbed in Meadow Valley
canyon In Utah. Notice has been received of rain again fulling there and
that the road cannot be restored In
months. The damage is already In
excess of $2,000,000. Tho management
is reported as considering the making
of a new survey and the entire abandonment of the damaged portion.
MEN' ACCEPT TENT PICK CENT
INCREASE AXD GO TO WORK
Hammond, Ind. March
21. The

Across Salt strike at the plants of the Republic,
Iron & Steel company, and at the
Lake Is Submerged and
Interstate Steel company, at East Chicago, was ended todny. The men accepting ten per cent Increase.
All
Badly Damaged.
men
Cut-Of-

f

returned to work.

the

GRAFT TRIAIA PROGRESS
MORE ENGLISH WOMEN
RAILWAY LABOR DEMANDS
AT SAN FRANCISCO.
Sou
Francisco, March 21. The
SUFFRAGISTS TO JAIL
SERIOUS IN SOUTHWEST grand
jury met at 10 o'clock this
Pretoria. Transvaal, March 21.
The first parliament of the Transvaal
colony, under the newly granted constitution, met here this morning. In
a speech at the opening of the legislature the Karl of Selborne. high commissioner of South Africa, dealt with
all the important question of Chinese
labor, and declared that the employment of Chinese labor In the mines
shall cease at the earliest possible
moment. As to the Chinese already
employed, steps will lie taken for their
repatriation at the end of their Indenture.
Excepting a small number
whose Indenture expires In June, no
indentures expire before August.
'

THREE DAYS.IUOODY n.T- TLE FOttWIT IN Mt'AltAUlA

Parte, March 21. The following
was received by the Nlcaraguan legation from the minister of foreign affairs of Nicaragua:
Five thousand
Salvadoreans and liundurans were dee,
cisively defeated at i'ortlllos de
Nam-RHlqu-

I

after a

tie.

bloody

three-day-

s

bat- -

SIFFRAGETTES

GO TO JAIL
FOR MAERAL MONTHS
London, March
21. Seventy-si- x
suffragettes, who were arrested for
uinwuMK in tne precincts or parlla- inent, were sentenced this morning to
Miies or from a fortnight to several
months of Imprisonment.
They all
elected In irr. t,.
n.l
o
vntrio aim
Jeers of the crowds outside
the po- m g court.

u.

1

BENEFIT

MOST IH STOCK FLURRY

LITY

AMENT

i

BLOODS

Owing

no railroad communication between this city and
other points, north, south or east. No
trains left or arrived this morning and
the officials are unable to state when
the schedule will be resumed. The
rivers In the northern part of the state
are falling rapidly, although the town
of Broderlck on the Sacramento river,
In Yolo county, Is still completely under water. The city of Sacramento
has suffered no damnge and Is taking
care of many flood refugees. At
Stockton the flood is over and business has been resumed. The damage
there Is not yet estimated but will be
very heavy.

h,

1

21.

PEJCFOKMAXCE

I tilt EMIL SELVA.
Patterson, N. J., .March 21. Kmll
Selva, acquitted of the murder charge
on which he was so long Imprisoned
in France, is now in Italy, anxious
to return to this country and his
friends. In order i' raise funds to
oring mm Here and to give him a
fresh start after li;s terrible exper
ience in madhouse and prison, Henry
Welsmantel, the man who managed
Salva when he ranked as one of the
greatest Uraco-Boma- n
wrestlers In
the world and as nobly represented
Patterson on the mat, has arranged
a big benefit for t might, for which
a large number of tickets have been
sold. A lino performance will be given. Tom Sharkey will be present,
and fill the office o:' ticket-take- r,
and
a number of first class boxers will
perform, all to bf refereed bv the
only Bob Fitsslmtnons. The resiHinse
Is sure to be very generous.

i i

nt

lunacy-commissio-

f

nnn

I RANMEN

i

I

MtMHHifYilHi

today signed affidavits for presentation to Judge Fitzgerald in sn
argument this afternoon for the Appointment of a commission In lunacy
to examine Thaw.
The six alienists In their affidavit!
declare that Thaw was suffering from
paranoia; that he should not be discharged from custody; that If It
should be discharged he would be
dangerous to the public "peace and
safety, and that It is reasonably certain that he will never recover.
The seventh alienist. Dr. HarJsh,
agreed with his colleagues except that
he declared Thaw cannot possibly recover.
The document includes also
an affidavit by Irving S. Cobb, reporter, describing a note given him sv
few weeks ago by Thaw, In whien
Thaw commented upon his wife's testimony and upon the conduct of the,
prosecution.
The affidavits signed by Drs. Flint
Mahon, McDonald, Prltohsrd, Ferrt
Hirlsh and Diffendorf, alienists, declare under oath that Thaw knew th
nature and quality of his act In shooting Stanford White.
Judge Taken llciuii.
Justice Fitzgerald took the bench,
at 2:06 this afternoon to hear the
affidavits regarding the Thaw
Thaw was not In court.
Discredited Cilcasoii tieta Hark.
John ii. Oleason, of counsel for
Thaw, said today that Delmas is responsible If the commission Is appointed, as It was he who called Dr.
Hamilton to the stand . and told
Jerome to go ahead and ask the witness anything he wished 'to. Delmas
said he would gladly assume all responsibility,
Daniel O'Reily, of the Thaw counsel, said today that Thaw's counsel
has no doubt of being able to convince the court or the Insanity commission of Thaw's sanity.
He said
that each one of the counsel would
submit an atlldavlt to the effect that
Thaw had been during the trial and
Is now capable of advising with his
attorneys.
IHinius in Saddle Again.
After Jerome had presented his affidavits he said he would like to Introduce the testimony of Dr. Hamilton. Delmas said he had not been,
served with the aflidavlts prepared
under the direction of the district attorney until 12:18 this afternoon. He
wanted more time to prepare an
answer.
He objected to any further
by
examination of Dr. Hamilton
Jerome, and Judge Fitzgerald refused
to permit the examination.
The healing was then adjourned
until tomorrow, when the Jury will
again be excused until Monday. Flts-gerald allowed both sides until Satur- day afternoon to present additional
caHO

morning and resumed investigation of
the alleged telephone graft. Although
twenty-seve- n
Indictments had already
been secured In connection with,
granting a franchise to the Home
company, and the fight made by the
pacific Ntates company against It.
during which fight the alleged supervisors collected $62,000 from the two
companies, General Service Agent
Burns declares the probing of th-telephone scandal has but com- Sixty-si- x
menced.
indictments hnvo
been returned against Abraham Uuef
and his bond has been fixed at
$660,000 on these counts.
Allege I
corrupt city fathers will be removed affidavits.
from office if they do not resign, but
as yet no public indictments
have RKITISII STEAMER WAS
CUT-OF- F
LAKE
SLT
been returned against them.
In re
REACHED AFTER IXJt'llT
DAMAGED BY WAVES. ward for their confession they prob
Hakodate, Japan, March 21. Th
Ogden, Utah, March 21. The train ably will receive lenient treatment.
Rrltlsh steamer Fernley from Taco-m- a,
February 10. for Taku, has been
service on the Southern Pacific was
beached neur here after having susannulled last night by the washing NEW MEXICO LAN DS A HE
cutoui or a pan or tne Ogden-Lucl- n
RESTORED TO ENTRY. tained extensive damsgeR. It is supposed tlvat she struck a floating mine
off, across the local Salt Lake, on ac- Special to The F.venlng Citizen.
in the straits of T.iugaru.
count of a heavy wind storm, which
Divers are
Washington, D. C. March 21. The examining
the vessel. The straits of
lashed the water Into mighty wavej president has modified his order of
which moved huge boulders, placed March 12, and restores 2,000,000 Txugura are between the main island
Jjpiin, llnniluin. und the northern
to protect the embankments
ani acres of coal land to public entry, in of
of Yezzo. It was understood to
piling on the west approach to the the land
offices of Santa Ke. ltosweli. isl.mtl
have been carefully mined during the
ih ke.
At midnight the tracks at Clayton and Las Cruces.
Kainbo, thirty-liv- e
miles west of OgThe president signed the commis war with ltussia.
den, were submerged, and since then sion
Robert E. W'herrltt as post CARXEfUE HALL'S LAST
no trains from the west have reached masterof at
Clayton. C. Martinez ha:i
iinr.i,.,,
SYMPHONY CONCERTS. .
been commissioned as postmaster at
.
New York.
March 21. Curnegle
(auadalupe.
Hull's l:it two concerts will be giv!.i, iVuViV r
iYr,,n.
.
tonight
en
und on the 23rd. On thin
ikVi A.N DS
v w,,
Metal Market.
evening's program is the three part
his an
New York, March 21. I .end unlet. symphony poem by Claude Debussy,
nual report to the stockholders of the
r exas & Pae tic railroad, vesterdav. 61i6.30; copper quiet,
entitled "The Sea,"
President George J. Gould pointed out
that of the Increase of $1,664,757 in
operating expenses G4 per cent represented tho increased cost of labor
and of ful. Gould added that the labor question in the southwest continues to present a serious problem,
as it dots all over the country, and
that tho demands of labor are a growing burden which it Is difficult to
carry from year to year.
Chicago. March 21. A dispatch U
the Kecord-Heral- d
from Washington
says that In retaliation for the action
of state legislatures In providing for
two-cefares, and of the public agitation against them, the railroads of
me west nave served notice upon the
interstate commerce commission of
me increase of freight rates on grain
and coal.
This will result in a test
of the constitutionality of the rate
law.
'the railroads will endeavor to
show that they are now unable to
carry these commodities at the rates
prevailing, and that an increase Is
necessary.

I'BIXCIPAL lEATlKES OF
OLD AGE ANNUITIES BILL.
Ottowa,
out., March 21. The
principal features of the bill sub
mitted to the senate by Sir Klehard
Cartwrlght providing for the establishment of a system of government
annuities are as follows: A government annuity shall not be made In
favor of any person other than the
uclual annuitant, nor for any larger
amount than four hundred dollars a
year, the total amount payable by
way of government annuity or government annuities to any annuitant
shall not exceeding the sum of four
hundred a year, nor shall any government
annuity
YUMA LOSES;
be
paid
to
any annuitant until and unless that
age
annuitant has reached the
of
sixty years. The minister may refuse to contract for any government
annuity In any case where he is of
opinion that there are sufficient reasons for refusing so to do.
AltlONA I.EGIM.ATl'HE MAKES Iroperiy iana interest of any The
an- j
AI'i'ROl'RIATION
FOR MOYlMi
nuitunt in any contract for a gov-l'E; NTIAItY.
I'll
eminent annuity shall not bo tran.s- ferable, either at law or equity, and
y t t ) 11 1 1 1 the
minister shall not receive or be
Special to The i:ening Citizen.
affected by notice, however given, or
l'hoenlx, March 21. An 1m- any trust In any way affecting any
portant bill providing for the
government annuity. The Interest In
e removal of the territorial pris- uu annuity U exempt from any bankon
loca- from its present
ruptcy proceedings, and cannot be
Hon to Florence passed the Ari- seized or levied upon.
In case of
zona house yeM, rdny. The bill
fin; death of any annuitant before
e carries on appropriation of $ll'l,- the
time at which a Kuvernrnent an- 000 for tlie piii'iiuse and it is
nuity becomes payable to him, all
believed that it "ill pass in the
ul I ,. m . . r.
IIHilieV Itulrl In It ,n ,t
council practically without op- !i,f such annuity shall be paid to tils
position.
S heir
or leiral refireeiitatlve!4 ivith
interest at three per cent.

r

New York, March 21. Seven alienby Jerome In the Thaw

parts of the state ists employed

.

OF WESTERN

ROADS READY TO STRIKE

Reject Compromise Offer of Managers,
Refuse to Arbitrate and Decide to
Walk Out Unless Their Demands Are Granted.
Chicago, March 21. Trainmen and
conductors on all railroad lines west
of Chicago have rejected the recent
offer of the general managers f the
fystems for an Increase In wages, according to Information reaching th?
Kecord-HeralThe ottliial
of the referendum vote whtcn
have been In progress for a fortnight,
will begin tomorrow.
It is stated further that the trainmen have voted to strike If tlu ir demands are not granted.
I'nless
managers offer further con
cessions a strike of &0,oo0 men ia
likely to result.
When the conference between representatives of the employes and the
companies udjourned February 2. it
was with tlie understanding that another conference would be held alie.-thmen had voted u;
the managers' offer.
This second meeting
expected to be held next week.
The inanugers have already offered
to submit the ci.lnv conti uvei
to ill d.

cun-vass-

bltration. but it is stated that this
proposition has also been rejected by
the voting members of the unions.
The offer which the men are said
to hive rejected was for an IncreaM
of 1'J per cent to men In the freight
service und of $10 a month to conductors, $t a month to baggagemen
ami $." a month to brakemen and
il.ttnnen In the passenger service.
The men originally asked an Increase of I". per cut. with an elgrtt-- h
uir day. on through freight trains,
but later these di mauds were reduced,
to an Im rease of I per cent and a
pine-hou-

r

day.

It was explained to the men when
the vou- - was started that a verdict
iejcctiii
the ofters of the railroad
man.ueis would cairy with it a strike

oe

As the matter now
stands, the
sirlke virte Inu been carried, but no
oi.ler to i;uit will be issued until further enoils. to reach an adjustment
In
lia
made.

'

'ALBUQTJEKQUE

VkC.K TWO.

EVENING CTTIZER.

of continuous service In the cabinet.
Mr. Wilson was confirmed as secretary of agriculture March 5, 1897,
and at the expiration of President
Hoosevelt's term, if tho secretary
lives, he will
have served twelve
years.
This record has been exceeded by but one man, Albert
of Pennsylvania.
Mr. Wilson
Is a naturalized citizen, born In Scotland. Uallatin, also was naturalized,
being a natlva of Switzerland.
He
was appointed secretary of the treasury by Jefferson, January 26, 1802.
and reappointed
by Madison and
held the ofTice until February ,
1814, when he resigned to become
a member of the commission that
EXHIBITION OF JKRREY
negotiated the treaty of Uuent which
t'lTY CERAMIC AKT CLUB
was signed December 24. 1914. The
Jersey City, March 1. The elev- Whole Cloth Story-Lo- ng
Term
service
of Gallatin as head of the
Jersey
the
enth annual exhibition of
... n t IhorAfnm
treasury ilonart
a it City Ceramic Art club opened today
of
Wilson
of
Secretary
jgregated twelve years and fourteen
at the Jersey City club house, and
nays.
will continue tomorrow.
Alter serving In other distinThe ladies
guished - public
Agriculture.
offices,
Including
of the society have during the past
minister to Great Britain
and to
few weeks made many designs for
France,
Mr.
Gallatin removed to
pieces of china for exhibition, and the
New
Y'ofk
where he became tho
The designs
display is noteworthy.
21.
Ainmt
Washington.
MArch
were carried out In a color scheme the recent
resignation of Senator head of the largest financial Instiof grey and yellow or grey and pink, Spooner, of Wisconsin, some Inter- tution of his day. He died August
and are placed In a separate group, esting gossip concerning previous 12, 1840.
So it is, that In order to exceed
resignations
from that body has
record, the president, will urge
ENTERTAINMENT FOR
been going the rounds of the press. this
he
be retained by his successor for a
HISTORIC .;HT 1NFAXTIIY. The
any
and
Idea
officeholder
that
Charleston. S. C, March 21. A
weeks anyhow, that he may
any United States sen- few
very talented band of amateur mln particularly resign,
so unusual, and have the distinction of tho longest
ator
should
is
tonight
at the similar cases were found to be so continuous cabinet service of any
strels will perform
up to his time. This reacademy of music for the benefit of rare,
that some of the writers were American
quest
the historic Washington light Innfan-try'- s compelled
of the president doubtless
imagion
to
draw
their
armory fund. The program is nation for entertaining comparisons. will be complied with.
of wide variety, and the. minstrels One
of the most Illuminating of these
"I suffered habitually from conwould cope Interest with most pro- stories
related to Kurton Cralge, of stipation.
Doan's Kegulctes relieved
fessional companies. The Jokes are North Carolina,
to
was
said
who
of recent vintage, and plenty of lo have been a senator back In the days and strengthened the bowels, so that
they
have been regular ever since."
calism will b Introduced. I'aradies of Webster, Clay and Calhoun and
in which home affairs are exploited who was said to have been elected A. E. Davis, grocer, Sulphur Springs,
Texas.
will be sung. Itev. Warren Wonson to the senate,
started on his Journey
Is director of music.
to the capital on horseback, found
the roads so muddy and Impassible THE LABEL THAT
SOX OF M MtOI ?S
returned home In disgust,
.STOLE MFC1I JEWELRY that he resignation
to the governor
sent
his
Wil
London. March 21. Iird
of North Carolina and resumed the
liam Neville, fourth son of the Mar- - easy
BELTS THE GLOBE
and disturbed life of a southern
'luis of Abergavenny, hna lieen com gentleman
and planter.
muted for trial on the charge of
All of this is very interesting, but.
stealing Jewelry from friends. The
unfortunately, the element of truth MOKE THAN 2tl.lM MILKS OF LA- bail was fixed at $25,000.
Is entirely Jacking. Kurton Cralge
RELS USED IN 190.
was born In North Carolina In 1811.
IlKW WILL
IT"
The
In
was
man
quantity
a
of distinction
of labels purchased by
his
LKCn itl! IV VIENNA.
never the Anheuser-Busc- h
Brewing associaVienna, March 21. Professor Har native state, and, although
ness, dean of Columbia university. elected to the senate, served In the tion from the United States Printing
of Cincinnati, Ohio, during the
lectures here tonight on the invitation house of representatives in the 33d, Co.,
"4th, 35th and 36th congresses, from year 1906 reached the enormous total
of the Vienna Juristic society.
December 1853 to 1861. In the lat- of 6 4 4,000,000.
The paper necessary
cough ter year ho did what a number of to print this Immense lot weighed
The News No pure wru
members did, re 634.788 pounds, or over 367 tons.
laws would be needed, if all cough other southern
The ordinary observer litt,le realcures were like Dr. Snoop's Cough signed because of the impending
the north and the izes, while drinking his bottle of beer
Cure is and has been for 20 years. conflict between
He
toying with the "Budweiser" lawas
delegate
a
south.
and
to
the
The national law now requires that If
of secession of his state bel that if all the "Bulw eiser" labels
any poisons enter Into a cough mix- convention
was chosen a member of the used by the Anheuser-Busc- h
llrewing
ture, It must be printed on the label and
provisional
congress association during 1906 were placed
confederate
or package. For this reason mothers, which met in Richmond, in July, end to end, they would
reach a disand others, should Insist on having 1Kb!. After the war Cralge retired tance of 22,912 72.100 miles.
As a
Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No poison-mark- s to private life and died in
1875. matter of fact, if all the labels printthe facts, although it ed by the United States Printing Co.
on Dr. Shoop's labels and These are
Brewing
none in the medicine, else It must by looks like a shame to spoil a story for the Anheuser-Husc- h
upon
resignation of a pubbased
the
during J906 were placed end
law be on the label. And It's not only lic man
office
mudto
from
because
go
of
end,
they
entirely
would
around
safe, but it Is said to be by those that dy roads.
the globe, "and then some," for they
know it best, a truly remarkable
would
cover
a
distance
of
cough remedy. Take no chance, parThe other day "Dave" Mercer, for 71.100 miles, or if they were25,933
laid
ticularly with your children. Insist on mer member of congress from Oma- down flat
one on top of the other and
having Dr. Shoqp's Cough Cure. Com- ha, was at the agricultural departplied in one stack, they would make
pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package ment on business when he met Mr. the New York and Chicago skyscrapwith others and see No poison marks Wadsworth, of New York, chairman ers look Ike mole hills, for they would
the house committee on agricul- tower up a distance of
there. You can always be on the safe of
of a
who was defeated for
mile, and mind you, this does not
side by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough ture, last
largely
fall,
Is
It
claimed.
cover
Mock
by
the
labels used
the
Cure. Simply refuse to accept any because of his successful opposition
Anheuser-Busc- h
branches or their
other. Sold by all drugglBts.
to the presidents plan of dealing
bottlers.
with the meat packers of Chicago.
These curious and interestng deAs Mr. Mercer met the New Yorkillustrate the gigantic proer, he saluted him with, "I greet ductions
SIX INDICTMENTS IN
portions
of the label supplies for this
the next secretary of agriculture."
This la illustrative of the opinion brewery.
The reader will best realize the
GOAL LAND CASES that prevails In many quarters that magnitude
of this volume of printing
Mr. Wadsworth, by reason of his ex
by
stopping
figure out what !t
perience at the head of tho agricul-- . means
print
to
such an Immense lot
tural committee of the house, would of paper.
MOST OF THEM NAME KMPIOY. make an excellent head of the farmAs most of these labels are printed
ing department of the administra
KS OK UTAH FUEL COMPANY
several colors (the "Budweiser" laAND DENVER AND RIO
tion: of course, when some other In
bel
containing four separate printpresident has been elected.
GRANDE.
ings)
It is equal to a total of almost
There are several other distineuish- - 18,000,000
large sized sheets of paper
The United States grand Jury in ed gentlemen, however, who have
enougn to keep one large cylinder
session at Santa Fe has returned six aspirations along this line and It is
Indictments against parties charged doubtful of Mr. Wadsworth
would press running constantly 22,120 hours,
with fradulent land transactions In ever reach this particular goal, even or almost nine years, figuring on a
the coal lands of San Juan county, if he aspired to it. Olfford Pinchot, working day of eight hours, 300 workNew Mexico.
chief of the forestry division, a per- ing days to the year.
The printing of all these labels
Most of the parties indicted are sonal friend of the president, and a
employes of the Utah Fuel company man or large means would like to gives employment to about 500 people
and the Denver & Rio Grande rail- have this place. So would Dr. Wllev.
in the printing trades alone, beroad, the corporations which recent- the chief chemist, who. in his fight sides pressmen, electrotypers,
comly were the subject of the sensational tor pure roods und beverldges, has positors, paper makers,
etc.
Tha
Inquiry In the interstate commerce made himself Intensely disliked by benefits extend in many other direchearing In Salt Lake, Utah.
the manufacturers of all sorts of tions, such as ink and color manufacAmong those against whom Indict- fake foods and Immensely nonular turers, machinists who make and rements were returned is Robert For- among the people who have a desire pair the machinery for producing the
rester, geologist for the -- uih Fuel to eat pure foods.
paper. Inks and presses; lumbermen
company, who figured prominently In
It may be set down for a fa5t. who make and supply the wood pulp
the Salt Lake hearings. The indict- however, that James Wilson will not wnicn goes into the manufacture of
ments charge conspiracy to defraud retire from the department of agri- the paper-strai- n
men, draymen, etc.,
the government, subornation of per- culture so long as Mr. Roosevelt is who assist in transporting the labels
jury and perjury in connection with president. In talking about the "old or material out of which they are
filing on the government coal bear- farmer" a short time ago with one made from one place to another.
ing lands In San Juan county, this of his visitors, the president said he
It would be difficult and well nigh
territory.
The Indictments were re- would have Just one request to make Impossible to say exactly how many
turned upon Information
furnished of his successor in office and that people are employed one way or anby F. C. Dezendorf. chief of the gen- was that he would keep "Uncle Jim-mlother In manufacturing all these laeral land office field division in New
in office for a few days so that bels for the Anheuser-Busc- h
Brewing
Mexico and Arizona.
he might reach the high water mark association.
of Indiana and Kentucky will be tsk-1into I ho Illinois organisation.
Ill ItllKW YH Mi hi;n as- sh'I vnoN wide-awak- e.
Hrooklyn. N. Y.. March 21. The
Hebrew Young Men's association Is a
e
organisation. It has been
listening to lectures by noted and eloquent rabbles, the most eloquent rabbi being Dr. Martin Meyer, of Temple Israel, choosing for his subject
the "Wandering Jew," jn which he
described the marvelous history of
the race. They give a grand ball
tonight at Prospect ball.
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B- PORT TRADE

IS
China Purchases Have Fallen
off Immensely Much Other
General News Matter.
March 21. N'i important transactions have taken place In
the export division of the cotton
good niiit ket during the month. Additional orders have been received
from Jamaica for general lines of
dry goods, while fair orders are also
Inreported from South America.
quiries continue
to come forward
from the various lied Sea ports, but
in the majority of cases the prices
which the buyers are willing to pay
are considerably below open market
values. Nothing new has been heard
from China, and the situation, so far
as the export merchant is concerned,
is as unsatisfactory as ever. An Idea
of the manner in which business has
fallen oil-- for China account can be
had from the official export figures
for the month of January, Just supplied by the government.
For the
lirst month of 1907 the exports of all
countries of manufacture! cotton
goods, colored and uncolored. blenched and unbleached, amounted to 29,- 260.628 yards valued at $1,711,397, as
against 66. 418, 856 yards valued! at
$3,924,939, for the corresponding period of 1906. Out of this total China
took 1.613.426 yards valued at $112,-,46as against 45,178,409 yards valued at $2,632,515 In 1906. This is
a, remarkable
shrinkage, and fully
substantiates the statements made by
export merchants doing business with
China to the effect that the China
trade has been practically dead for
ome time. Had It not been for the
unusually heavy demand for home
consumption, there Is no doubt whatever that prices in the cotton goods
division of the market would be very
much below their present level. As
it Is expert counts are very firmly
held, in spite of this lack of demand
for shipments abroad, and buyers
have been unable to break prices or
obtain concessions from sellers.
ARIZONA MINKS ARK
LAYI.XO OFF TIIKIR MEN.
liisbee, Ariz.. March 21. The big
mines are laying oft men steadily.
They have been joined in this by the
which has dropped almost its entire force, leaving only a
very few men at work on the property. Heretofore this plant has been
absolutely closed to Mexican laborers
and no Chinaman has been allowed
to stay in town over night. It is
feared by some that the entrance of
the Western Federation into the district will mean the dropping of the
bars. The Mexican consul at Naco
has been In town several days placing Mexican laborers at work, if possible. It Is believed that the Copper-Queen
and the Calumet
Arizona
will not assent to this, as their policy
always has been to employ American
laborers of the best class and at the
highest wages.
In spite of labor
troubles the Copper Queen is preparing to install an immense plant in
the shape of a compressed air machine. A great power house is to be
back of the Copper Queen, centrally
power and
located for furnishing
compressed air to all the mines of
the company.
New York.

a,

MEUI.V8 REASON
COMKS TO A CLOSE.
New York, March 21. Mme. Mel-b- a

ends her season at the Manhattan
opera house tonight In "Lucia," but
she will not sail for Europe until
next week. Mme. Melbo is much disappointed that she cannot sing more
times here this season, but the contract only called for one performance
a week. She and Mr. Hammerstetn
had no idea how popular the opera
season would be here, so she made
uoiicert engagements. Next year she
will sing only In opera, and probably
two or three times a week. She is
to sing Tesca for the first time at
Covent Garden this spring, and she
hopes to sing the role here next year
If some arrangement can be made
with the Itlcordls. At any rate Bhe
will sing several parts which she has
not sung for several years. The singer will return before the opening of
the season, and open the opera house.
Ijiter she will be heard In "Aide" and
"Otello' 'and other operas.
CENTRAL I.EAtil E .MEETS
TO KELF.IT SCHEDULE.
Kvaiisville, March 21. The Central
league magnates will meet here tonight to make up the schedule and
perfect the other arrangements of the
circuit. The different magnates overwhelmed President Carson with requests for certain favors In the way
of dates. The arrangement for the
holiday dates will probably lie chang
ed. The receipts for the holidays are
pooled and tne. schedule so arranged
as to put Dim best drawing cards
where they will do the most good. '
Arrangements will be made to help!
the flood fighters of Evansvllle main- tain a club.
TO ESTBLIMI IM ER- SlTV OF SASKATCHEWAN'.
Itegina, fvisk., March 21. The university act introduced by the provincial govern nnnt for the purpose of
establishing
and incorporating the
university for the province of Saskatchewan provides for i.ie erection
if the necessary machinery for the
proper carrying on of the proposed
test of learning. Hy the act the university is constituted a body politic
liy the ai t no re 1ami corporate.
Kious tests will be required of either'
professors or students. The maintenance of the university Is to be
provided out of the general revenues
or the proi luce by sums appropiiat- ed by the legislature.
i
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ARE
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The General Condemnation of
or Secret Medicines
So-Call-

of

an

iojuriotis

Patent

ed

character, which indulge in extravagant and
to cure all manner of ills, and the

tin founded

pretensions

National Legislation Enacted to Restrict Their Sale
have established more clearly

than could have been accomplished in any other way

The Value and Importance of Ethical Remedies.
Remedies which physicians sanction for family use, as they art most beneficially and
are gentle yet prompt in eftert, and called ethic al, because they are of

Known Excellence and Quality and ol Known Component Parts.
To gain the full confidence of the
of the world and the approval of
the most eminent physicians, it is essential that the component parts be known to and
approved by them, and, therefore, the California
Syrup Company has published for many
years past in its advertisements and upon every package a full statement thereof. The perfect purity and uniformity of product which they demand in a laxative remedy of an ethical
character are assured by the California Fig Syrup Company's original method of manufacture,
known to the Company only.
There are other ethical remedies approved bv phsicians, but the product of
ihe California Fig Syrup Company possesses the advantage over all other family laxatives
that it cleanses, sweetens and relieves the internal oiguns n which it acts, without
disturbing the natural functions or any debilitating after elicits ami without having to
increase the quantity from time to time.
This valuable remedy has been long and favorubiv known under the name of
Syrup of Figs, and has attained to world wide acceptance as the most excellent of
family laxatives, and as its pure laxative principle, obtained ft. mi Scnn;i, are well
known to physicians and the
of the world to be the best of natural
laxatives, we have adopted the more elaborate name of Syrup of Figs and F.lixir of
Senna, a
more fully descriptive of the lenicili. b':t doubtlessly it will always be
ailed lor by the shorter name of Syrup of Fig.,; and lo
t its
beneficial effects,
always note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company
California l ig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package, whether ion smiph call for Syrup
of l ig,, or by the full name, Syrup of I igs and F.lixir of Senna, a, Sirup of Figs
and l.lixir of Senna is the one laxative remedy luanufac tun d by the California Fig
Syrup Company, and the same heretofore known b the name, simp of Figs, which
has given satisfaction to millions.
The genuine is for sale bi all leading druggists
iiiiougnota tne I'mtcd States iu original packages if one m..- null, the regular 'rue
Well-informe- d

oi

men is

cents per bottle.
Fiery bottle is .sold under the general guaiantcc of tin- Com pani. filed with the
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, 1. C, the uincdy is not adulterated or mis- branded within the meaning of the Food and Iru:s Ail, June toth, i ooo.
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IV AXNl'AL CONVENTION.
I'eoria. III., .March 21. The annual

cum etitlon of the Illinois lias association Is being held in this city today and (omoi row. Fully one hundred and litly delegates ;,ie present
at the convention. The ifasoclation
was organized ill 1SIM, and Is composed of representatives of the rift
gas organizations of the state,
It has been
with four exceptions.
proposed to affiliate the Illinois association with the American lias Institute, and it is probable that the states

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
Louisville,

Ky.

Don't
always
how
think
you can get them.
cheap
Think Instead, where you can
get the freshest, the purest
and strongest and come where
you can always get them. We
have only one quality the
BEST ALWAYS.
.And our
prices are always the lowest,
quality considered.

San Francisco, Ca
IT. S. A.

Loudon, F.hgland.

New York, N. Y.

Htamm.

tit

The HIGHLAND

ItJH

PHARMACY
Occidental

Life nnlltllng.

Corner 6

TO

LOAN

Wo have about 93,000 to loan in
snmir of $1,00 or less on real estate
seeurlij at 8 per cent. .
t;..

m

adwav and

East Railroad Avenue
Colo Phone, Black 30.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST

POR TERFIELE CO.
216 West Gold Ave.
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CARDS
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Pull Set of Teeth

lining

Uolcl

tJolil

$1.50

Crowns

up
$0

rainless Extracting

&0o

ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY C.UAR.
AN TEED.

ri

rf!n.1?-;'',- r.

ROOM

B. F. COPP,

12, N. T. ARM I JO BLDG.

GOV

UMAN

MAKES
PO

AP-

-

BENTS

i

ai e

Seal-Offic-

The following appointments
made
by uovernor Hagerrnan
were tiled
yesterday in the office of Territorial
Secretary Kaynolds after the nominations had been confirmed
by the
council of the legislative assembly:
Assistant Superintendent of Public Instruction, Alfredo M.
Hunches
of Dona Ana county, for a term of
two years.
Members of Hoard of Regents of
tne Lmlverslty of New Mexico at Albuquerque, K. S. Stover, of Bernalllo
county, term ending September 2,
110; Frank. W. Clancy, of Bernalillo
county, term ending
September 2,
1911.

Members of Roards of Regents of

New Mexico Normal School at Silver
City, J. Corbett, of Luna county, term
ending February 18, 1911; T. L. Lowe,
of Grant county ,term ending February 18, 1912.

Members Hoard of Pharmacy of
U. S. Moore, of Chaves
county, term ending March 19, 1911;
E. CI. Murphey, of San Miguel county,
term ending March 19, 1912.
Members Hoard of Dental Examiners of New Mexico, Dr. C. N. Lord,
of Santa Fe county; Dr. M. J. Moran,
of Luna county; Dr. L. E. Ervien, of
Hernalillo county; Dr. Frank N.
Brown of ("haves county, and Dr. F.
K. olney. of San Miguel county, each
for a term of four years ending March
18, 1911.
Members Sheep Sanitary Hoard of
New Mexico, Solomon Luna, of Valen
cia county; Elza White, of Chaves
county; Harry W. Kelly, of San
Miguel county; Charles Kchleter. of
I'nion county, and Thomas D. Burns,
Sr., of Rio Arriba county, each for a
term of two years.
Members Hoard of Regents of New
.Mexico Military Institute at Roswel.,
Nathan Jaffa, of Chaves county, term
ending March 22, 1910; E. A. Cahoon,
o( Chaves county, term ending March
22. 1911.
Members Hoard of Regents of New
Mexico Military Institute at Itoswell,
Aniceto C. Abeyta, of Socorro county,
term ending September 2, 1907; A. H.
Hilton, of Socorro county, term ending September 2, 1910; W .A. Fleming Jones, of Dona Ana county, term
ending September 2, 1911.
Members Hoard of Trustees of Miners' Hospital of New Mexico at Raton,
W. M. White, of Colfax county, term
ending June 20, 1907: Ceorge E. Lyon
of Colfax county, term ending June
20.
190S; Charles Tamme, of San
Miguel county, term ending June 20.
1
10; Marie T. Van Houten of Colfax
county, term ending June 20. 1911.
Members Hoard of Trustees of
Institute for tho Blind at
R. H. I'lerce, of Otero
county, term ending August S. 1910;
CJenrge C. Bryan, of citero county,
term ending August 8, 1911.
Members Hoard of Regents of
Normal University ut East lacs
Vegas, Dr. J. M. Cunningham of San
Miguel county, term ending February 22, l'.ios; o. A. Larrazohi. of San
Migm l county, term ending February
22. lH'HI; Millard W. Browne, of San
Miguel county, term ending February
22. 1911; Joshua S. Raynolds. of Hernalillo county, term ending February
New Mexico,

2.

1911.

Votaries I'ublie psiiiusl.
The following have been appointed
notaries public by cSovernor il.iger- ma u
I..
Harry
Boone, of Tuiitimcarl,
ljuay county; William W. McClellan,
f A llnnU, i iiie, Bernalillo
county;
Charles L. Burns, of T.ilban, Rouse-- j
lelt county.
:

Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT T.aot ii
V.. Washington, D. C. ' Pensions!
land patents.
.7
rmwriki.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
'
It. W. It it..
ATTORNEY AT T.aw 'itk
Que N M.
OfTice.
First National
Hank building.
K. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY
AT t.aw
Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. M.'

c

N.

1KNTISTS.

1R. J.

HE

K. KRAFT,

Iental Surgeon.

Rooms 2 and a
ou"am'
over n'Rt.n...
lit- - Appointments made by mail.
Edmund J A
ii z rr
NO. SOS HhIIpao
..."iiuo, unites
--".
a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:1
..uuib,
V. ni. io D P. m.
Roth nh..
polntments made by mall.
Iloiiieopathlo Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building.
phone 886. Albuquerque. N M TeleTOffice, "it. . Ii. HUST.
N. T. Armljo Bid.
. . mgn
.7. .
Tuberculoma
wun
.
Freauenev
.
rvurreni
.vm
.bv.
and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 n. m tn a
m .
nurlle n attendance. Both phones.

...

B-- 8,

undertaker;

Auto, phone 316.
Commercial

Club

Colo., Red 111

building.

urvvniie nearse. It.

Ore Carries 28 Per Cent Zinc.
With High Value of Copper.
Gold and Silver.

ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rnnmi ci.it
nett building, Albuquerque, N.
Both phones.

Blacli

t--

M.

CIVIL ENGINEER
J. U. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armljo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
New York. March 21. Woolsev A.
Thos.
K. D. Maddlson.
McJohnson, the metallurgist,
makes
Office with W. ri
ChiMi
aii
the following statement in response
to inquiries as to the reasons upon west ooid avenue.
which he bases his estimate of the
CHIHOPO.
value of the Kelly mines of the
Smelting and Development
company of Socorro count, N. M.
Mrs. Bambini, at her mrtnn ' j
There are three essential factors 208 West Railroad
i.
In the successful production of zinc
namely, good quality of ore, abundant pared to give thorough scalp treat
ment,
ao
dressing,
nair
treat corns,
labor supply and cheap coal. There
Is good xlnc in Brltuih Columbia, but bunions and Ingrowing
nails. Shs
moor costs rrom 13.60 to $4 a day. gives massage treatment nnri m.ni.
In Kansas there is cheap natural eas. curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
but they are held up on prices of zinc uon or complexion cream builds up
oy tne jopnn Mining company.
In the skin and improves the complex-Ion- ,,
Mexico there is cheap labor and eood
and is guaranteed not tn ha in
zinc ore. but coal costs $3 to $4 a ton jurious.
She also prepares a hair
in United States currency, and It takes
two and a half tons of coal to treat ionic mat cures and prevents dan
a ton of zinc ore, and two and a half druff and hair falli n it not rA.lAMi
men dally. The Kelly mines enjoy life to dead hair; removes moles.
me advantage or tnese three Impor- wans ana superfluous hair. Also a
tant essentials. It has a very large face powder, a freckle cure and pimbody of high grade zinc ore: Is lo ple cure and Dlle cure. All r,r tv,...
cated only one and a quarter miles preparations
are purely vegetable
rrom a railroad; labor Is abundant
und reasonable, and coal Is plentiful compounds. Have just added a viand prices reasonable.
J. E. Sheri- brator machine for treatment of
dan, territorial mining inspector for scalp, face and run of
i.
.sew Mexico, reports that there are Is also used for rheumatism, pain
8,809,840.000 tons of coal in the coal ariu massage.
fields of the territory. Furnaces are
to be constructed at the Kelly mines
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of as large capacity as Is consistent
Department
of tho Interior,
Of- nun good practice, and the company
Land
.
,
O ...... . IS
l..a "i.. twma
will use one or two
r c, new
d
ai exi CO.
metal
reo. 28, 1907.
men on that furnace. The others will
Notice is hereby given that Vicente
be made up of Mexicans, for work
which does not require much strength Herrcra, of ChiUII. N. M., has filed
notice
of his Intention to make final
or" skill.
There will thus be the maxi- five-yeproof in support
mum of metallurgical efficiency at the claim,
of his
viz: Homestead Entry No. 6 -minimum expense for labor, and the 750, made
December 31, 1901, for
plant will be located in a central po the the
SEW SWVi and lot 5. Sec. .
sition in regard to coal. With a grade and
NE
NW
and lots 1
2,
of ore which is 2S per cent zinc, and
7, Township 8 N. Range and
7 E.
can be raised to 40 per cent, against fcec.
and
that
said
proof
will be made bea 20 per cent grade of the famous
H. W. S. Otero. U. S. Court ComFranklin mine 22 to 25 per cent of fore
missioner,
at
Albunuerque,
N. M., on
the l.eadvllle mines and 5 per cent of April 5, 1907.
the Joplln mines, the Kelly mine is
He
names
the
following
witnesses
richer In zinc, without making any ...
ins continuous residence upallowance for gold, silver and copper on, imu.c
and
cultivation
of.
the
land,
viz:
values, than any known mine except
Francisco Garcia, Lus Martin, Au-rf- li
tne country Boy in Colorado, and posKel and Ignacio Herrera, all of
sibly the Lucky Jim in the Slocan
hihtl. .V. M.
district of British Columbia miles.
MANUEL It. OTERO.
however, which are very small. Coun
Register,
....
try Boy's product last year being one- iii-twill be a regular meeting ct
seventh or the Kelly mine. When,
o
therefore, the oxide smelter plant is
Worked Like a Charm.
in run operation at the Kelly mine,
Mr. 1. N. Walker, editor oC that
company will have spicy journal, the Enterprise,
the
Louisa.
le of the largest producing mines in Va.. says:
"I ran a nail in mv foot
the southwest."
last week and at once applied Buck-len- 's
Arnica Salve. No Inflammation
Feel languid.
weak.
followed;
salve simply healed the
Headache? Stomach "off?" Just a wound." the
Heals every sore,
and
ptalii cane of lazy liver.
Burdock skin disease. t Sunranteed burn
at all
flood Bitters tones liver and stom dealers. '3c.
ach, promotes digestion, purities the
high-price-

ar

C

run-dow-

Members Hoard f Trustees of Deaf
and Dumb Asylum of New Mexico at
Santa Fe, cirant Kivcnhurg of Santa blood.
Fe county, term ending July 22, 1910;
Benjamin M. Read, of Santa Fe
county, term ending July 22, 1911.
The Citizen Print Shop It I
Members Board of Directors of
where you can get the most for
insane Asylum at lis Vegas if
your money. We print every. 9
lr. B. 1'. Black, of San Miguel a thing
but greenbacks and poit- county, term ending September 2.
age stamps. Either phone.
I9i!; V. E. Cornier, of San Miguel
9
county, term ending September 2,
1910; Jefferson
R lynoMs, of San
W illiams' Iiulian I'll
Miguel county, term ending September

LAW VERS.

ouice.

77..
FOR
-At tho "V,,..;,,,.,"
..., SALE
.
..w..j
iinu one nome made
"in
bread, 6c
a loai; doughnuts,
pies baked
beans, soup and other good things
strictly home made.
Phone 710.
sirs. Downs. fiOS South Arno St.
FOR
SALE The Ciauae Oirard
property on Mountain road, first
house west of acequla, near Sixteenth street. Inquire on premises
or at 300 North Proadway.
FOR
EXCHANGE A beach lot
fronting on two streets, near Long
Beach- and Naples for a good Albuquerque lot.
Address W. M.
Oilman, 506 West Railroad avenue.
LOST.
LOST About a month ugo, on Cop
per avenue, Detween Twelfth and
Sixth streeAs, one long black glove.
Return to Citizen ofllee.
FOU..D.
FOUND Eastern Star pin.
Owner
may have same by calling at this
ana
ror
nice
paying
this notice.
Lc 1ST Pocket nolo book, imitation
or learner, iteward of 5 for return of same to 70" South Third
street.

Judge McClellan Is Given No
ial
torial
KELLY MINE RIVALS
Matters.
FAMOUS LUCKY

New-Mexic-

H

MONEY

ItEJCT.

FOR RENT Furnished rooms and
tents. 418 South Broadway.
y
FOR, RENT A six room
brick house, corner
of Seventh
street and Tljeras avenue. Inquire
at Champion Grocery, 624 West TI
Jeras avenue.
OR RENT Five-roohouse In
good repair, corner of Railroad
avenue and Hill street. Low rent
to a permanent tenant. Inquire of
J. F. Luthy.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
i.uu per week and up; also nice
rooms for light housekeeping $1.09
per week and up, furnished with
move ana cooking utensils
and
dishes. The Minneannlla Iti,.
624 South Second street, Albuquer- .
iUl-- , il, Al.
I OH SALE,.
FOR SALE Furniture "of fiveroVm
house. 115 South Arno.
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
iresn soon. See Ceorge K. Keher,
M-'fcALt, At a sacrifice,
typewriter; good as new; must be sold
ror can only.
Address Hardup,
two-stor-

22. 1912.

M

Competent man,

n7TA
WANTED
Uentleman-- s
hand clothing. No.
South First
street, soutn or viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.

New-Mexic-

II

u lit

married,
iase cnarge or pump, water
irees, etc.
Terrace addition. Must
live at the water plant.
M. B.
'

o,

vj I

Furniture,
Pianos, Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels:
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, aa low
and as high as $200.
Loans ar
quickly mad and strictly private.
Time: One month to one year rrrsn.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bids,
i
West Railroad Are.
litPRIVATES
OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

nirci
a

IiOANS.

On

m

WANTED

PHOPKIVTY

MONEY to LOAN

ss

New-Mexic-

Well-Informe- d

fEKSOXAL

WANTED.
WANTED A dining room girl at Co
lumbus hotel.
WANTED Messenger boys.
West
rn Union Telegraph office.
W'A N TE D More work tor a flrst-clahand laundry. Lace curtains a
SneclnltV.
Kntl.fai.Hnn .ii&ranturf
08 West Tljerns avenue. (Colo red . )
WANTED CJirl for general house
Work. 112 North Waltav rntro
FOR RENT Four-roohouse. Ill
South E3lth street.
Call 623 North
j

DRUGS

n,

iwt.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS oe

When You Need

EXPOSED

e"

MME.

1-

PORTERS

RE

Ol.l-.MIH-

6,

Denn-Arlzon-

MING

21.

iiiiiUHlUUtll

Ol
1

flt't

E SI)r.

Ai l cure liitnd.
ami. ana
Piiis. ll itl..sorilheliiuiorx
'iliuil ttio IW'hlli 111 e::t e, ftkU
a ik iK't.UU'tf. unm instant r
lluulii.-ln.li:iIn f. ir.
J'llfOiit-Irii-n-l
is nrenari J for Pi les ami Li h
in of tho private purls.
Kve.y boi it
v. .irmijti.',l.
liv uruvirivis. Iv until on reif )ri. e ,vi r, n' Hii.l t l.csi. ifc.LUB
i

I

U'WIIHC luHINIi

1

ri

CTimi.

I, velar,.

I

I'M,.

FOR SALE BY 8. VANN ft SON.

R

EDUCED
AILWAY
ATES

TO ALL

POINTS

Ii. It Tickets Bought ami Sold.

Moore's Ticket Office
113 West
Railroad Alenuc.
inly member of American Ticket Brokers' Assm latlon in Albu-

querque.
ilicited.

N

M

Correspondence

THCR8DAV, MAnOT

31,

tlSgQPCBQga

10T.

'

!

.

i

.

'

of this proud king who had driven
the Israelites jnto exile' so many
weary centuries before.
The three
roughly carved beetles of some black
stone were taken by Mr. Warner and
sot In rings made from a lump of
virgin gold that had been given him
by a friend In Mexico. One of these
rings he kept, and it Is now a treasure valued by his heirs; the second
he gave to Dr. 11. B. Stover, of Richmond, Va., and It is now the property of his widow, who uses it as a
most unique stamp for her personal
letters; while the third was given another friend, Thomas Nelson Page,
C. M. Daniels, champion swimmer
the creator of "Meh Lady"
and of America,
will Invade England.
"Marse Chan."
Donnn,
bought
by Barney Schrei-be- r STOPS TRAINING TO ADMrs. Yohlande Degg. confined In a
Ministerial Record Not Only county
for $200. has won her fifth race
Jail In Alabama, sentenced to at New
Orleans.
a twenty-thre- e
year term of imprisPhcnomlnal But Absoluteonment for manslaughter,
devised
Mordecla, Crown gets J4.500 for VISE AMATEURS HOW
numerous ways of beguiling the ted
ly Without Parallel.
yet Hal
work
And
lum of her enforced retirement. Thei:1'''
Chase
Insists on $5,500.
most unique idea la to have In her
cell a private telephone, by means of
Jake Schaefer. champion, and Geo.
which she can chat with her friends Sutton,
TO BAT
at 18.1 balk line
THREE DAUGHTERS OF
whenever it pleases her. Mrs. Degg billiards,
are to tour the country.
has appealed from her sentence, and
expects to be liberated soon. Havworld's record made at westing wealth and political power, she ernNewIxiwllng
REVOLUTIONARY
SOLDIERS ha
Denver, lUVT DOPE FROM Wl 1,1.1 E KKDI,.
been granted many privileges not when Voght tournament.
and Kverhardt rolled
ordinarily the lot of prisoners. They 1,299.
Kit's HAT OV WHVT A KM (;;ek
say jhe keeps the operator busy with
MUST DO AND Mil AT HE MUST
,
her numerous calls. It is the only
CVT OIT.
boxing
game
The
has
been
killed
Wealthy Woman Prisoner in Ala Instance ever known where a tele- in Omaha.
An athletic club gave a
phone has been put In a prison cell.
few exhibitions, but was closed by
nama is Allowed teicpnone
Atlanta, (la., March 21. So memthe police.
A visit to lioston is never comber of the New York American team
In Her Cell.
plete until one has gone to CamMany
pitcher will be sorry to In training 'her excites more com
bridge to see the former home of hear thata Lumley,
hard hitting ment' man Willie Keeler, Griffith's
Longfellow. It stands on a lot ter first baseman of thethe Brooklyn
naru nuiing outneider. He
Naper(Itjr IVede-rlJ. lluxkln.)
raced up from the street Just as It tionals, has finally signed.
haps the most scientific batter isIn the
KushcII H. Conwell, the pastor of was built long before the revolution,
American
league,
and
a crowd of
the Temple Baptist church, In Phlla when It was the home of the Cralgles.
The White Sox's decisive defeat of amateurs always watch him when he
delphla, the largest church in the Later It passed into history as the the Mexican chsmptons,
his turn at the stick.
takes
2,
12
to
world, has turned his diversified headquarters of General Washington gives them an added right to the
Iist year Keeler batted at a .304
gait In the 152 games he played,
Besides when he was In Boston, and Hill later world's championship title.
senium to many accounts.
as
.the
house of.........
the most popular
of
preaching to a record breaking crowd
lacked but one point of tying the and
I . .. , .
.. . .
1ICI1IY
MliOS- -l
every Sunday, he is the most popu- 1,11.. A i.ii.r!, ,v a,,i ir,T-,.In fielding.
T.
'"'"coiiegiate "Ports at Harvard
worth Longfellow.
It is now the'
lar lecturer on the platform, and is property
for the readers of the Evening
but
of his unmarried daughter.
...
acknowledged
to have opoken to
v
'
be
more people than any other living Miss Alice Iongfellow, who is the
11
man. He has Jllled 6,000 lecture en- "grave Alice" of the famous poem.,
The other
gagements, one of his subjects huv- - ine jnnuren s Hour."
Yonnff llmven wl..-- fluKto nt 11- "laughing
Allegra anj pounds.
ing been given on 3,000 different oc daughters.
has set a new ring record at
golden hair," were mar- Philadelphia.
casionp.
Between times he has serv Edith with years
He was knocked out
ago. and went to In L'O
ried some
ed through the civil war, built up a live
rounds by Jack Foirurtv.
In homes on each side of the old
flourishing law practice, etudled the
ology, built a university and a hos crnigie mansion.
jucisey i ommy walker tells a
The fair chatelaine of the famous
pltal. and laid to his credit more In
Can., he has Inherited
has kept It almost the same as loronto.
dividual charities than any other home
iuu,uu(i
from a Spanish uncle
l was when
her father died. In
preacher in America. He is a genu
this is only another" Cas
summertime she may be seen dress tie in ispaln."
ine apostle of strenuoslty.
ed in white, moving slowly over the
i
It has been said of him that he Deauiuuiiy Kept
lawn, or through the
can lecture a year without disclosing great
jocKey
smiling,
star
rider
Hot
at
rooms hallowed by the nres- - Springs,
set down for remainder of
the fact that he is a preacher, and ence of
children's poet. She haa meet, because
can preach ix months without let- kept the the
he struck rival Jockey
clock on the first land
race.
ting one discover that he is a sec- ing of theold stair,
ti
uuiinK
and
It
recalls
the
tarian. He once heard of a man in on? her father knew when he heard
his congregation who had failed at the refrain "Never, forever, forever,
jiugney Jennings Is gaining an
n
rep as a manager. Playthe trade of bookbinding. Instead of never," and wrote a noem about
it. ers are
consolation,
he His study she keeps Just as he left
offering spiritual
enthusiastic In praising his
the art of binding books, nnd it. and shows intimate friends the auvice 10 xanigans and vets.
preached a sermon on it, which has chair that the children
of Cambridge
been preserved as an authority on gave mm, tne chair made
western rowing regatta on Lake
from the Mendota
the subject. This also served to put spreading
assured since University of
tree,"
chestnut
under
on
his
bookbinder
the unfortunate
nmurinn siuuents nave raised si
which the "village blacksmith" had 000.
feet again. He is now a man of com- his shop and aualnt foree.
IS
parative wealth, and he accredits it
I
I he
to that sermon. It was a fair exA good story comes from Montana
baseball- world will be glad
ample of Mr. Conwell's methods. His which shows the cautious business io Know mat cap'' Anson has won
university was originated as a free methods of James J. Hill, the great his fight to be taken into the fold of
high school for working men, until railroad magnate. In the earlv nine ine
at Chicago.
its present ties Hill and Marcus Daly completed
its growth necessitated
commodious buildings. His Samari- the liutte, Anaconda & Pacific railCalvin Demarest Is the new cham
tan hospital is built entirely from way from Butte to Anaconda. This pion or the American amateur bit
subscriptions he solicited and porlttle "Jerk water" line was an ex. Hard players. He won five succes
tions of his Sunday collections. His elusive ore road, and' the owners sive victories in the New York. tour
congregation
CHAPLINat Temple Baptist were experimenting to ascertain the nament.
church each Sunday outnumbers any best equipment
for handling the
congregation
in
other
Anaconda output. At this time the
Ned Hanlon is to lose hi Job as
Union Pacific was nuttinir in so mo iiiuiiuger oi tne Cincinnati Reds,
ac- More than 00,000 women in the brand new steel gondola hopper cars, vuiuuig io gossip m mat town. John
United States trace their ancestry which were admirably
adapted to Ganzel, captain of the team, is plck- back to some brave officer or soldier this class of traflic on account of their
ins successor.
or sailor who rendered valiant ser great strength and quick, easy meth
FIRST AMERICAN SUF Z I
c
od
unloading.
of
vice for the colonies in the time
Hill conceived the
An effort Is being made to revive
the revolution. Although it is 12 Idea of making a. thorough test be- me international golf match between
years since Washington disbanded the fore buying any of the cars for his this country and Canada. Suggested
Ho arranged to have a to hold it day before the amateur
last of his army, there are a few real own use.
FERER FROM GRIP HAS
(laughters of the revolution still liv string of them taken up on a hill at cnampionshlp at Cleveland,
O.
ing daughters of men who saw ao Uutte, and turned loose down a 15
are per cent grade. Part of them were
tual service. Of these there
urear. University of Illi
three on the pension list, being pen loaded and part empty. The wreck nois,iuney
sets new amateur pole wault-In- g
IT AGAIN
sioned by special act of congress, was a success, and so were the cars.
record at Chicago, 11 feet 7
Mrs. Sarah C. Hurlbutt,
of Little They stood the shock so well that inenes.
D.
James
Llghtbody,
Chi
Hill
ordered
250
the
Marsh, Pa., now eighty-ninis
of the same type, cago, at
the same meet, made a
daughter of Elijah Weeks, who serv many of which are still in service.
for the mile, 4:24.
ed two and a half years in a Mwa
THKY TOUH
HIM JIK-GO
Seldom
has
a book had such an
Miss Khoda Au
chusctts regiment.
CKAZY IS 1882, HIT HE'S GET.
appropriate
as
title
McGraw
has
gusta Thompson,
Oulda's
apparently recovered
Woodbury
"Under
of
Two Flags," but the novel was writ- i mm nts brain storm and is again
TIN
WELL FUOM A 1907
is the daugh
Conn., aged eighty-six- ,
and hung lire in the publisher's
me pennant.
He says hrt
ter of Thaddeus Thompson, who ten
will
not be surprised If both New
served six years in a New York regi- hands for a month, because the author could not name it satisfactorily. i oric teams are pennant winners.
ment. Mrs. l'hoebe M. Palmeter, of A
Kahway. X. J., March 19. Henry
dozen
titles
had
been
eighty-sisuggested
Tallette, N. Y., aged
and
is the rejected
Klpp Woodruff, the man who had the
when one day her little niece
daughter of Jonuthan Wooley. who ran
way
j
jonn Taylor, the negro
lie
first case of Krlp diagnosed as iiuch In
uver, iook nis uereat by Hlllman in
served two years in a New llamp in up to her gavlv wavliiar
America and who was a novelty to
hand. "See." shi sniri -- i a
d
go, has made him many
shire regiment.
It has not been long shalleach
the physicians far and near in 1882,
kill you first under this flag, meiiuH.
since the last pensioned revolution
ne
saiu:
was
has
'Hlllman
ANT)
had It again. He is convalesec-In- g
KICKLKK
HIS
ary widow died. This was Ksther 8 and then under this." As Qulda was me nest man. He is a great
now.
HAT RICA I) Y KOI! ANY FAVOItlTl
OLD KIND
Damon, of Plymouth Union, Vt., who kissed under the French and Ameri.
"They declared that I would be a
OF A HALL.
can flags, the idea came to
to
died last fall at the age of ninety-twraving maniac when I flrt
hn.i th
call the new book MiTnH ai. hert-,She was .the widow of Noah Flags."
grip,"
paid Mr. Woodruff
American
Bowling
at St. t'ltizen Keeler
ho
hn
It Is so well named that one Ixiuls will have aboutCongress
Damon, private In a troop of Massa
d
dresw-ijilr
came
and
double num- lurm nia idea of what would. he tiir
ir. rn
would think It Just named Itself.
, down
i,i ......
chusetts volunteers.
ber of entries of national tourna- - gers
ma
xne
should keen In mind U'hpn ihfv
iiiciure ior
correspondent Y
Bl
wi nun newspaper.
" "I1 i" me inaie. Keeler says:
There were three survivors of tne
was
"I
sergeant
a
V
of
police
N
K
the
K
In
It
liennington disaster at San Diego,
I
New York City at that time and no- uraw Dack your
Cal., who are not recorded In the
uy in Amc-ric- a
away from the ball. foot ami tep
ever had such a thing
official report sent to the navy de
Hend the back fnot ir nhifi
,.n
partment, though news of their safe
sltlon an the bull annroacheH
ty was the first received from the
l.uiiKe at the bull iu If tn-lnt
scene of the wreck. They were the
u. nonie run.
pets of Commander Lucten Young,
'strike at every bull that is thrown
a little white deer, an Angora cat.
ituouer at the oilier players.
and a sleek little fox terrier puppy,
JAie your nerve Jifter two utriuu
now grown to manhood
with the
"Walt for intruction If
weight of his trying experience.
Liiuiiio io win tne gume.
l nese tnree mile
companions were
ALWAYS
with Commander Young on every
me UUII o II will not mm un
voyage, and each had developed a
me
an.
tine pair of
equal to any
"Step Into the bit!! and meet It with
emergency short of an actual exploour wnoie weiirht mi vonr frm.i fr,
sion under the decks. Needless to
iniu imts your whulo weight Into the
say the animals
were petter and
UIOW.
spoiled by every one abroad, from
"Watch the ball from the time
the commander
to the middles.
leaves the pitcher h hands.
When they were found unharmed after the explosion. Commander Young
lilt at th good trills only. Don't
be too anxious. Wait and you can
telegraphed his wife, "John and I and
lc
the three babies are safe." "John"
uui me Booil on. s.
is Commander Yot tig's old servant,
Oet Into your position quickly
ueii your nine is out. Show life.
who goes with hi . u
voy-- a

PHILADELPHIA
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THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

oP

sSport

PREACHER

ji'

EVUKQZQ CITIZEN.

i

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.
The Name

Will.

CHAPLIN

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally

tor honest advertising.

e

3000 Pairs Men's
Fine Shoes j

top-notch-

,7v.

L.
""""""""

st

.

t' u
:A

All Other Shoes at 10
Per Cent Discount

- y

'

Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We feel
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

ante-seaso-

fki

-

Vm.

SHOE STORE

121 RAILROAD AVE.

1

Faywood

PLEASANTLY"
EASY TO

new-recor-

SITUATED.
I.

KELEIS

PAIN.
BUILDS CP TIIE SYSTEM.
CURES KHEUMATISSI.

Hot

e,

ItE-ACI-

D,

CURES KIDXEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

Springs

CURES IXDIGESTIOX.
CURES DROPSY.

x,

600-yar-

o.

ACCOMMODATION
CLASS.

FIP1T

FAYWOOD,

.

See Santa Fe Agrnt for round
good for thirty days.

1

.v-

trip rates,

new Mexico

j

STRAIGHT BANKING

sea-leg-

What

iState National BainR

does

ge--.

Three Anu-rlcafamilies are the
proud possessors of wicred scarabs
Egypt,
from
not the usual kind that
any tourist with plethoric pocket-book
can buy from the Arabs at the
foot of Cheops, but scarabs that at
one time adorned the neck of no other than that great potentate, Itam-ese- s
II, the I'haroah of the Oppression.
These scarabs were secured by
the late Charles Dudley Warner, who
was present at the opening of the
ltamesea tomb about twenty years
ago, whi n the famous Pharoah mummy was exhumed.
He furnished some of the funds for
the work, and as his share of the
royal spoils took the three scarabs
that hung on a cord about the neck
THY

THIS

'in

Toil CATARRH.

the following from any
good prescription
pharmacy
and mix by
Well in a
bottle: Fluid Extract Dand.-Iio- r..
one-haounce; Com-l- .
u r, il
Kargon. one oumv;
('impound Syrup of Sarsapar-ilin- .
three ounces.
Take x
teaspoonful of this mixture
after each meal and again at
bedtime.
This
harmless Vegetable
Pres. liption, while Flmple, inexpensive" and easily prepared
at In. me, is said to readily relieve Catarrh, and If taken l
!
a
doses occasionally, will
prevent an attack during the
ei tire season. Try it, anyway.
lf

That's All

s,

the

nient at Philadelphia. Kostern tour
nament nan K'li tiv men teams, L'6U
Uoublua and 47 single.
1'hllatlelphla, Na ionals are trying
uui ikYi'ivu pucners. au or them are
to be given a thai ce to nhow why
iney Miiouiu not lie sent to ttiu mill'

Bfeahfast-Be- ll

mean in
yout
household

ALBUQUERQUE
in-

or.

n1

-- ,i

1

.i

i

w

JLight, whole-- s
some Biscuit

Hackeii lunidt, champion
the v. .rid. has written
from
that lie will not come
to America until
'US.
Kansas City
nas onereu Jio.uuu tur a match between Hack and Frank dutch,
American champl"?.
or
reuer
lyondon

1

1

made with

Dr. PRICE'S
Baking Powder?
or unwholesome food made with an
alum baking; powder?
It is worth your white to inquire.

latest fiBht "nip. is that Jim Jef
fries, the beat of : ifin all. Is broke.
Worse than that, it Is claimed his
wire refuses to t;i e him any more
money. For thes: reasons he is sal J
to be anxious for a:. other fight.
'

Mexico

IIE.MtY K.
Mllil I I'lrsl Anierlcuii SulTerer I"roin
Irfi
irlpK', He was At- UM'kcrt

Jim Moiluire. Nc.( York American
who has been cat li::ig In big leagues
ior over a score u: years, la lipped
aa a coming ax vie im. The signing
of Dranch iiickcy i the nlgii on the
wan.
Leorge

I I
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fias fail.

In

1H82.

as the Krlp. When I was taken ill the
disease was makine Kreat Iiavhk in
lussla and the newspapers were full
f It.
Koine of them called it the
ami some la grippe. My svmntoms
were found to be like thoso of the
Itusslans,
who were golnr"
.
iivt wiounuiltl.
The dwtor who first came to see
me could not tell what was the mat
er.
.,,!
cou il the n..c,ww
obody could for a time. Then th
reports from ItussU seemed to be so
like my case that thev nl,l
h
Tip and would Inevltablv en
Not much!
"They told me I would beirl n to fro
razy and would know it mvs. lf. Well
Ithought at first that thev were, lint
after a day or two I began to figure
ut that it was the quinine that they
Riving me.
"This time I have the irrlii all rvM
but not a verv severe cas.- - if u I .',,
bout well now and nut crazy be
ure in say mat.
V.

L.

--

Albuquerque

-

-'

1

Foundry and

Machina

Works

MALL. Rroorlmtar
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber
Car.
Ings, Pulleys,
Bars, Babbit Metal- '
oinmn an
Tr
n . i mi

Shft

(!rl.
Iroo
rrwiiu lur ouiiuin;s.
ffpalrm on Mlnln mnd mill Machinery m mpm elan
f
Foundry east aids of railroad track.
Albuquerque.
-

m

T

over
baseball. Comuur
with bull llulits.
the American sai:
seems tame to
the Mexicans, umi they are slow to
give up their coi'. at the turnntile.
Those who do K appear to think
KuvihI Ilcr Son's Life.
i t of an
baseball is a dull
amuse- The happiest mother in the little
nient.
Comlskev .iys In.- did not town of Ava. Mo.. Is Mrs. S. Itunnna
take the iox on lie trip to
he
"One year ago my 3011
money, but to re rd them for make was writes:
down with such serious lunj
'dug the world's i
trouble that our nhvak ln
ble to help him: when. Lv our
I'OUIUI 111 l4sl.
rugglKt's advice 1 began uivlinr him
f LUeinore. West
J. A. Harmuii.
Dr. King's New
ami i
Va.. says: "At l.iI have found the
ion noticed improvement
Went
perfect pill that Never disappoints tills
treatment ui fur a few
iis
me; and for the benefit of oth-r- s
nen bo was perfectly well. H9 haa
atlllcted
with typhoid liver and
orked
steadily
ulnce
at carpenti
chronic constipation, will ay: take
ork. Dr. King's New lls, overv
Dr. Kings New L:re l'llls." Guar- saved
his
best
tiuaranteed
llf."
anteed fcatUfactiuy
2ic at all
ough and cold cure bv all de.W
50c and J1.00. TrUl bottle free.
to enthuse

&
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WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. JUPPE

RIGHT

203

At Consistent
Prices
W. L. TRIMBLE
SALE,
"tltl,
TRANSFKK
Horses

and

WEST RAILROAD
NEXT

10

CO

I

AVE-JjU-

BANK

COMMERCE.

4

'.

E

OF

o

Thos p Kc,eh
DKYOF-- S

READY PAINT
overs Uuo S,mire Fwt
PALMETTO ICODF
Miijw L.11U.S. Iji,is Jive Yeurs.

FEED AND
STABLES.

ne Gallon

Mules Bought and

l'.IT

JAP-A-LA-

408

BEST TOURNOUTd IN THE CITY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Coppr Avenue.

naini. rlalii s

r,

f.ilu-- .

Cliolcrtt ao4
liclllcUj.
This remedy has been in us fJr
years and has proved o
"vr tothirty the
most successful rm- ,
1
:.V.y,.
,a'3'v-erefor bowel com.
to
11 "Ver
fills. Sold by all
druggist.

'irruiH'

PII.10S CURED IV 6 TO II DAYS,
PAZO OINTMENT Is guaranteed
cure any case of Itching. Dllnd.

Bleedlng or Protuding Plies in
14- dav. nr mnv .
vw.

Wnt Railroad Annua

It-t-

'

;

-

ALBUQUERCJUE

an rro?

TuhllKhed

By

Dally and

In addition to this, It ads as a board of equalizalax.
and at
tion, and in fact lis powers are so
the same time so beneficial In their operation that the
entire people of the state cannot help but be benefited
by this law."

CITIZEN

THE ALBUQUERQUE

Weekl.-- .

The Citizen Publishing Company

The reformers stripped of their disguise, are shown
up in their true light as being out for ofllee only. In
President
scanning the list of the new appointees, It is plain that
a largo proportion would never be recognized by the reFRENCH INCOME LAW
publican party In this territory, and it only emphasizes
from, a political standpoint the seriousness of the Joko
According to an exchange, Frnnce, the home of
cracked on a republican by a prominent democrat that
and thrift, and of political experiments, Is
the present situation ia about thus: "Heads, we demomeasA
problem.
taxing
of
new
solution
the
a
win; tails, you republicans lose."
crats
Into
ure treating of national finance has been Introduced
Ihe Assembly which would base all taxation' on earnings
Francis Bacon, greatest philosophical mind since
or Inoomt.
Heretofore the more advanced nations have made Aristotle, eaid of envy; "It la also the vilest affection,
rf fh Income tax merely an emergency resource or an and the most depraved; for which cause It is the proper
auxiliary, but the French now propose to make It tho attribute of the devil, who is called 'the envious man,
one and only nouroe of national revenue. It was prom-lar- d that soweth tares amongst the wheat by night;' as it
In advance that the law would avoid that most un- always cometh to pasa that envy worketh eubtllely, and
popular feature of this form of taxation, the spying on In the dark, and to the prejudice of good things, such
as Is the wheat." Yet envy Is one of the commonest, as
private affairs.
llut that Inevitable rexult In practice In all Income It Is the most contemptible, of human passions.
taa eystems Is found here In the extreme. It provides
The republican party will not down, despite the
uUra, methods of discovering what Individual earning
are, and la Inquisitorial beyond any measure ever be- efforts of certain fake reformers, whose sole purpose
seems to be to put the democratic party In power.
fore attempted.
The day laborer's earning of the previous year are
The New Mexican said last evening that among the
made the basis of his present tax. though he may be
out of employment or on a strike. Kven a man's hous? territorial appointments made Tuesday and the day bemay be searched to find if he has made a false return fore, "arc some that are very good, some that are not
so good and some that are wholly improper.
More
of his properly.
anon
and In due course of time."
every
liste.l.
is
of
citizen
general
In
the Income
This Includes returns from rents, from Investments at
XXXXXCCO000XX0XCOOOOC0
home or abroad, wages, salaries, the profits of merchanor
KANSAS MILLER TALKS WELL
farms,
annuities
earnings
?
from
tradesmen,
and
dise
pensions, from art or any oilier source, and no one ror
OF LONDON GRAIN MARKET
property is supposed to escape.
any revenue-earnin- g
:'; $2,000 will pay
X)XK0XXXXXXXXXXXK0XX0XXXXB
An Income of ll.Omi will pay
$16; $4,000 will pay $SS; $.0o will pay $.'32, while all
C. It. Hoffman, the Enterprise, Kansas, miller, had
Hut been over the water and on his return sent n communi
amounting to over $20,000 will pay 4 per cent.
this is merely a minor nad additional tax.
cation to the Abilene Reflector which Is of Interest l'
Incomes on lands, buildings and securities will pay all interested in grain. In it he says:
4 per cent; commerce, manufacture and agriculture wiP
In a comparatively small hall, und somew hat dingy,
pay 3V4, and wages, salaries, pensions and professional on a street not wider than the alleys of Topeka is tilt.
These reach to every individual famous London market familiarly known as Mark Lane.
.Incomes 3 per cent.
fitlxeTi, even the day laborer.
Here there assemble from id a. m. to 3 p. m. tho
i
Under this system douMj un, often treble taxes flour, grain and feed buyers and sellers of Great Brit
U1 bo paid.
It tlofs away with all the ad valorem ain. The hall is divided by breast-higpartitions into
d
tax on doors and windows and perhaps 150 stalls, occupied by dealers, besides a larg
taxes, the
other antiquated and offensive forms of taxation, such central space. Great piles of samples qJ flour, wheat,
as the numerous forms of licenses for which France hat barley, speltz, rye, severtl kinds of peas and beans.
been conspicuous.
splits or whole, prepared chicken, hog and cow feed,
This new system must supply $20,000,000 hereto- dog bread of many varieties, samples of hay, fodder
fore received from the direct tax on lands; nearly as and straw, glvo the hall the appearance of a great
much more which came from buildings; $28,000,000 country fair. Here men dicker and trade, buy and sell.
from licenses, and $13,230,000 from doors and windows, Flour and grain buyers from all parts of the kingdom
while preserving the old returns from Incomes, which attend, for not only are the products of Kngland on
was large. France evidently proposes to Illustrate thi those tables, but the food products of the world, as
limit of the possibilities of the patience of a people.
well.
Here are wheat from India, Russia, Australia,
Here are
La Plata, Canada and our own country.
jargons of the world's mart done In various .shades of
MENACE TO NEW MEXICO
The following Is taken from the Denver Field and English hum and buzzes dally for six hours.
Adjoining the trade hall an lobbies where on-Farm, and shows that what little of the waters of the
Klo Grande Col rado ba left us. will probably lie reads cables from all points of the world. Here ar?
son atiU further reduced.
Whether or not a remedy bulletins giving the markets simultaneously at all thj
can be found, It is well enough to know what our dan- Important points. Tho time is June prices on wheat
and corn In Kansas City and Chicago have been adger Is. Says the Field and Farm:
After a great many years of nonsensical delay la vancing for several days because of dry weather In
which the cloven hoof of the poltroon was seen around Kansas. "Liverpool and London were reluctantly fol'if Kansas don't get rain by tomorrow I an.
the edges, the government has revoked its order forbid- lowing."
ding individuals and companies tiling reservoir sitles on going to buy Kansas flour must have it my trade de
It."
"Yes," remarked a miller, "Kansas Hour
the Rio Grande and tributary streams in Colorado. As mands
a dozen reservoirs will Is cutting In on my trade more than any other. Kana result of this final come-dow- n
be built in the San Luis valley and 200,000 acres of land sas Hour has strength, flavor anr color. It is rapidly
will be redeemed.
The change In the attitude of the coming to the head of the list. Five years ago Minnedepartment of the Interior will mean millions of dollars apolis patents brought four shillings more than Kan
to this state. The order was ilrst formulated upon the sas today I am lucky if I can get it for six pence less
what's more," he added, looking at mo pleas
complaint of Mexico that we were taking so much water
autly,
"I don't want .to Hatter my Kansas friend, bu
Mexfrom the Rio Grande that farms along the river In
ico were being destroyed. After a brief inquiry tho gov- the truth Is, It's better Hour than the Minneapolis."
1 sauntered
back to the lobby.
Trices on whoa
ernment forbade the making of any more filings for
on the Klo Grande. .We went to Senator Tel- and corn had gone down half a penny great Hlunip for
ler at the time and filed a complaint against this injus- conservative London and all because Kansas had
tice and he advised us to pay no attention to the order, cabled: "Copious Tain In western Kansas wheat crop
but to go ahead with the development of the country assured corn doing well."
On all European markets the one product which
and we notified our friends to this effect. The result
at the government's reversal at this time means that "stands up for Kansas" Is our Hour. Our wheat, what
Identity, for which give
the Kan Louis valley will again come into Its own and little Is exported, loses its goes
poorest
only
thanks,
our
for
abroad, but our Hour
be
country
will soon
alive with the spirit of
the whole
Improvement and Increased settlement.
Thousands of stands out proudly, typical of our soli, our climate
new acres will bo brought under Irrigation which will and our people.
Kansas Hour goes to Cuba, Central America, Mexiucrease the population of the valley.
ico, Japan and China.
Quite a little is shipped to
South Africa, Helglum, the most densely populated
CONDITION STATED
country in the world and the heaviest buyer of foreign
It is probable that the supremacy of the republican flour, gets ninety per cent of Its American Hour from
party In New Mexico is more vitally endangered today Kansas.
The following comparative tests are interesting and
than at any other period in the life of the party In this
territory. As The Citizen said yesterday, discord blight- conclusive. At Columbia laboratory, Chicago, during
ed the prospects of the best legislature assembled for November, 1906, Northwestern Standard Patent taken
years, but that is the least of it.
The point apparently at 100; Kansas Patent, 101
tert made by Unitel
has been reached when such discord must cease, and States army expert, Kansas City, Mo., Northwestern
the republican party must present a united front to the Standard, 100; Kansas Patent. 103'i.
Hut, demanded as harmony is, there can be no
foe.
Having gained this high degree of superiority, what
harmony in which the majority must submit to the shall we do to maintain it? To
good flour these
minority.
things are required: Good wheat, good mills and inThere may be compromise, but even a
dog would not let his tail wag him.
telligent, competent millers.
good,
Without
sound
Of course, the democrats are jubilant over the con- wheat, free from all Impurities and admixtures of rye
dition which they, aided by a few
and of the right variety or kind, good flour can not b?
reformers, have brought about, but no republican made. The farmer holds the key. If he will carefully
worthy of the name can contemplate conditions other select his sees!, planting only the best varieties of hai"J
than with mingled disgust and disapprobation. Harmo- wheat, if he will guard against deterioration or running
ny aud energetic party work can alone retrieve the pos- down by frequently getting fresh seed, or raising his
ition lost, prevent the damage thretatened.
own carefully, Kansas Hour will continue to command
the world's markets.
It is aaid that the railroads of Kansas employ 40,-6- 0
There are vast possibilities to western Kansa.
people and pay out annually l employes $22,600,- - Millions of acres are better adapted to wheal culture
in wages, according to the reports of the various than anything else. Intelligent selections of seed adapt
companies tiled with the state board of railroad commis-alonen- t. ed to climate and soil with proper cultivation.
(Camp
Thirteen of the llfteen railroads operating In bell or other dry farming systems'! will make Knnsas
Kanaaa hail made report, showing 34,434 employes at the granary of the world.
an winuul comporsatlou of 931,79,434.53. The Kan-- a
City Southern and the Huiilngton, at the time of
thia compilation, had not yet reported, but It Is expected g LOVER'S.DECLARATIONS SAYS
$
that their reports will swell the total numbers to the
figures lirst given. This will be an appreciable guln g
COURT ARE MERELY HYPERBOLE 5
aince the last report, as the total number of railroad
00X)XXCKXX0XXXXXXXX0XXX)000
employes in Kansas has never reached above 30,000
before.
The Simla Ke being the big road of Kansas,
A simple-minde- d
rural jury down in Iowa soi
with its general ottices and piliuii.il simps within the where ami somehow conceived the notion that when a
slate, naturally leads In tlie number of employes. Tho man In the throes of love solemnly declared that he
Santa Fe works nearly IS, tun) people in Kansas and pay would give every dollar he had In the world to mak
Tinthem $8,600,000 annually.
I'aiilic is .sec- his sweetheart all his own, he meant it.
ond, with less than 9,000 people, an I pays out $4,000,000
It was considering the ease of one Asa t. I'.ailey,
hoiil thlnl plat
iu wages aeh year. The lloek
a wealthy farmer, who had made his vow as to the
wife of his neighbor.
was
When Bailey
sued for
At this writing The
uinlerstands that the alienating her affections for her wedded lord the Jnrv
legislative council last nlylit appoh.ieil a committee of was permitted to consider this avowed w illingness t i
conference to meet the similar i"iiniiiitee previously part with all his wealth and start in the world again
appointed by the house, and agrei
in appropriations with nothing but his two empty hands and two armbill.
iim Citizen also uinlerstamls that tlie bill on ful of her as being more than a passing remark.
will be vh'.ual'y
which the Joint committee will ui
liut the supreme court of Iowa Is compo-- . d of
the previous house bill without the iilt- - which tin-.'- men. real men. They promptly, unanimously ami with
lilt! containeil
This will assure the university here the emphasis reversed tip. lower court, peintlng out the
larger yeaily appropriation, as well as the bond i.ssue or absolute folly of presuming that any man ever seiioitsi;.
It also assures the dike appropriation.
$35,000.
Hut meant anything he said when In love.
Mr Suthe tdgnlllcant fact in (he w hole matter is
Keu wlnn at the altar he swears before high
ic r.en that lie endows the object of his ail'eclions with
iter, who misrepresents this county In the council, an
thu clique with which he tiaiu-i- , fought against the n
ail hi WorMly goods- he only means that she is to
II his
of the council committee of conference.
I inui ma id and sianitre-- s and work lor inA Ihuquci que gels these appropriations
it will be in
board.
her own mi mbeis of the legislature.
'lie '"u t holds in lins decision, uhi'h will thui.d- the age--- , that when a man uses Mich term-a- s
;ho-- e
u
l; the 1, i
The Wichita I'l acoii, In rcccn-credited to Haiby he is only dealing In diseasto iicatc a ta comini--f-lon- , ed imaginings, and Is n,.t placing in coldblooded calcubefore the Kansas
"Should the legislature h.ic enacted no lation a lix. d value of his desire-- .
said:
He is taking la
piuvhlini; I'm- hypeiholc. Allien is
other legislation than the luviis
amorous synonym for lying
and creating a tax commission ami imI.ih inn it with "
taken neither as the measure of liis inputt em beiieliclal I" the people, the session would lia
leniions nor as the measure of the damage occas,,n,-o- .
Wen worth the price. It abolishes the board of rail
if the Jury now do.-- exucl justice, it will make
road assessor, giving into the hands of the tax com l:aik-- take thevwoinau and have the plaintiff pay him
mission the power to assess the railroads and levy th- - compensatory tiamVir. Duluth Tribune.
W. 8. BnUCKLEIt,

EVENING UlIlZKlf.

TIIUIlSftAY, MAKCII

admiring attention is to be seen every business
day in our salesrooms but not at its best. Home
surroundings make it "fill the picture." Our aim,
naturally, is to dispose of it to you so that your
various apartments will look as they should look
a harmony of comfort and art.

W. T. McCIlKIGHT,

pro-pori-

THE CITY

Police Believe that Friends
Are Concealing Her
Away.
Mystery in the case of Maria Martinez, the
foster child of
Pedro Gabaldon, who disappeared
from her home in Parelas Sunday afternoon, deepens with the lapse of
time.
The girl, who was with her last, is,
say the police, the only one who will
ever be able to solve the problem,
and unless She can be made to divulge
the secret It Is likely to remain Intact for all time.
A clue acquired by the officers today, however, leads to the belief that
Maria Is yet In this city and that she
Is being secreted by friends who want
her to make good her escape. The
girl, who was with her Sunday, says
she refused to returne home after
leaving against her guardian's wishes.
and that the last she heard her say
was that she would meet a young
man named Romero In the nark at
Twelfth street and that he would take
care of her. The girl, however, says
she does not know Romero's
first
name, and In this he police believe she
Is telling falsehoods anil attempting
to shield the man who has her.

1.

res-rvoi- rs

self-styl-

g,

In
Look
Passing

some day when you are
and you will be
something
dainty
sure to see
and unique in odd
pieces for your china rack, your mantel or your
table. We have a superb stock of china, glassware and hardware that we are offering at attractive prices.
We

have three odd Patterns that we are
selling at cost to make room.

REFRIGERATORS

SON

AUTOMATIC

-

Iftl i

Frank Thompson, the vag picked
up by the police several days ago and
who was ordered out of town after a
term served in jail, is again in town
and In the same quarters he quitted
last when leaving the county Jail.
evidently likes AlbuThompson
querque and refuses to leave. Several
times the officers have found him
again within the city after having
hurriedly quitted It, and each time
they have again escorted him to the
city limits and told him to hike.
Thompson always obeyed orders unt'.l
out of sight of the oillcers, when
hike back to town again. Today Ofticer Salazar gave him a buggy
ride to the city limits, sent him hurriedly on his way, and then returned
to town, only to And Thompson here.
The man was given another ride this
time to the county Jail.
Thompson Is a dope fiend not any
particular kind, but any old thing that
will quiet his nerves will do for him.
It was perhaps because drug stores
are too scarce along the way that he
dreads quitting this city.

:

Elks' Opera House

AN OFFERING

HAS

J. D. Eakln, President
O. Qlomj, vie President.

Mellnl, Secretary

Coma.

Tremret,

O. Bachecnl,

Consolidated Liquor Company
Monday and Tuesday

an evening of
fun in
the presentation of "Mrs. Kushby's
rum Tea" .una "Turn Him Out" at
'
the Ciisirto.Trldajr night.
Both productions are one-afarces
long
so
enough
Just
that the two, with
specialties that have been promised,
will fill out the evening well. A number of oil heaters will be distributed
so as to keep the hall comfortably
warm and a treat is to be expected.
Hoth casts have been rehearsing
diligently, and the matter of costumes
and details; In "make-ups- "
is being
carefully worked out.
"Mrs. Bushby'a Pink Tea" present?
a thousand and one more funny situHe is Coming
ations than the name suggests, and
"Turn Him Onf is one big laugh all
Be Prepared For Him
the way through. Following are the
casts:
"Mr. Ihishby'H rink Tcu."
Mrs. Hush by
Margaret Keleher
Mrs. Dashleigh
Jean Hubbs
Miss Mary liushby
Ruth Cuss
Mrs. HIghtone
Kdith Walker
Seals on sale at Matson's book
Mrs. I'pperten
Jessie Mordy
23rd.
Mrs. Wiseacre
Josephine Mordy store Saturday, March
Anuetta
Janet llrlson
Mr. Hushby
J. Ralph Tascher
"Turn Mini Out."
Mrs. Julia Moke ...Miss Lillian Spitz
are
Susan the maid
Jessie Mordy
The HaJiH llanwon company
Eglantine Roseleaf
entertainer, and In tlie
Kirk Itryuii liiyli-clatNlchodemas N'obbs, vender of wind
bos company that will appear liere
mills
Jno. Cannon tills sen son.
Moke
Klwood Albright
Natty pink tickets are out and selling like hot cakes for a quarter.
We do it right, ItOlGH DRY. Imperial Laundry Co.
Prices - - 50c, 75c, $1.00
side-spliti-

March 25 and 26

ct

Hans Hanson

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A CIOMI.
WHOLKBALK DmALCRB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
heap
tverytblng In Keek t outfit Ibe
most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhweet for Jos.
Schlltz,
Lemp
W

ft.

Wm.
and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayefe Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies toe numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell the straight article as received by us from the best Merles
DlBtllleriee end Breweries In the United 8tat a. Call and lnseeet omr
Stock end Pricee. or write tor Illustrated CetaJopie and Pries List,
leaned to dealers only.
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CLEO KACKLEY'
EXPERT TAILOR,

CLEANER,

PRESSER

110 West Gold
VICTOR

The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.

EDISON

WHITSON MUSIC CO.

Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

"What is Home Without a Graphophone

COAL

124 South Second

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
6.50
BEST AMERICAN
BLOCK
PER TON
$8.50

Phone 98
I!

!!
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RECORDS
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I GOLD STAR SALOON
-
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Mall Tl.ice of

Recreation.

First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars
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-

Principles.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

I

Tlie University predicts to the

,

la--

on Scientific

MclNTOSH HARDWARE CO.

i

iiin

:

Constructed

VARSITY DRAMATIC

.

h'Kit-latui-

The Automatic

CALL AND SEE THEM
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Strong Block

jF. H. STRONG

THOMP

h

much-dislike-

See and Ask Prices

DUKE CITY LOOKS GOOD
TO

!

Parlor Furniture That Attracts

TO BE

Buolnesa Manager.

91, '1907. 1

,

FRATI

& MONROE
TELEPHONE,

909smmmj-?m9mo-

1

a

t

-
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WOOD
1 1

$

BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
FOR
$2.25 AND $2.75

m m

W

JOSEPH

'mm

m m

mm m m

m m

BARNETT, Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad

Avenue

Finest Whiskies

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

8AMRLC ANO
CLUB ROOMS

STREET.

f

!
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IS TIIIJ WOlCI.n I'OMIV

TO?
us.

liut i' kn.i.v in;
ieoile who lnli;il,lt this lm .if It
'aiU In their health, length ,.f life
if th. y .at IJallin
h:in'inc-,.s
Same thing true of our rr!'- other pastry. Sure you l..,ve
name ?
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t John S.FIRSTBeaven
502 SOUTH
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PIONEER BAKERY,
207 South

rirst Strwt.

Salt Lake l ily ami Itoturn $31.95.1
r
March S to April 2. Limit
'
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n
Mexico City and
llcturn $40.25.
Dt remits in iMirertislDC
April ib to May 18. Limit July Si.
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T. E. PURDY, Agent.
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TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 37, Barnett building. Albuquerque, X. M.:
New York Stocks.
American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison com
Anaconda
American locomotive
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Itapid Transit
Canadian Pacltlc
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western
Erie com
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Pacltlc
Mexican Central
National Lead
New York Central
Norfolk
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Heading com
Itock Island com
Southern Paciiic
Southern Railway
St. Paul
Tennessee Coal
Union Pacific

122
9H

120
37
92

64
64
99
64
171
35
15
28
11 8Vs
73
21
59
118
78
38
122
104 ;i
22
81
22
132
142
137
37

II. S. S

100
pfd
24
Green Con
165
Calumet and Arizona
51
old Dominion
83
Copper Hang
92
North Butte
30
Butte Coal
19
Shannon
May cotton
$9.70
Total sales 640.300.
Tennessee Coal declared regular
quarterly dividend of 1 per cent.
IT. S. S.

Summary of Conditions.
New York, March 21. American
to
stocks in London firmer,
above parity.
Hank of England rate unchanged.
Anaconda earnings larger but dividend action next week still in doubt.
Baltimore and Ohio net earnings
for February decreased $411,991, and BERANLILLO COUNTY
for eight months decreased $104,110.
Good demand for stocks in
loan
DISTRICT COURT
crowd, especially Pennsylvania.
Steel' will have more than one hundred complete blast furnaces before
the end of present year.
In the case of Carlos Chaves versus
London does not expect New York
to engage gold until after the end of Beshara Baraeat. an appeal from the
Justice of the Peace court of a suit
this month.
to recover $60 for services rendered
In handling the collection of certain
Chicago Livestock.
The plaintiff testiiied that
Chicago. March 21. Cattle receipts accounts.
part of the bill was
serving pro7,000. Market weak. Beeves $4.00 W cesses at Chlllll and fordefendant ob6.75; cows $1.85ftD4.80; heifers $2.60 jects to these accounts, claiming that
5.25; calves $5.007.25; good to they could only be collected through
prime steers
$5.356.75; poor to the name of the sheriff. The princimedium $4.00()5.30; stockers and pal Items were for trips made to the
feeders $2.75j4.80.
mountains and at the close of the
Sheep receipts 12,000, market weak. plaintiff's
case, the cause was comWesterns $4.006.00; yearlings $6.00 promised by the payment of a certain
D6.90; lambs $.00 fi 6.90; ewes $6.00 sum, which was not stated in open
97.90.
court.
The attention of the court is occuKansas City Livestock.
pied this afternoon with the case of
Kansas City, March 21. Cattle re- Trujlllo Bros.,
against Maximo Grlego.
ceipts 3,000, including 400 southerns.
B. I. Baraeat, appellee, this mornMarket steady. Southern steers $3.75 ing filed suit in the district
court
tj5.26; southern cows $2.754.00; aganlst Edwardo Chavez, appellant.
stockers and feeders $3.755.25; The appeal
docketed by the ap
bull $3.00)4.25; calves 3.25 y 7.00 ; pellee and wad
Judgment
was taken
western fed steers $4,001) 0.75; west- against
the appellant by default.
ern fed cows 3.0Q6H.50.
Trujlllo
a
Jose
filed
has
suit in the
Sheejrecelpts 4000, market steady. district court against Alfredo
San
Muttons $5,254(6.00; lambs J7.25'!' chez,
appellant.
case
The
is one up- 7.70; range wethers $5.60 i 6.75 ; fed
pealed from the Justice courts.
ewes $5.005.76.
Eduardo Baca and Caspar Garcia,
who assaulted Deputy Sheriff Ouerin.)
Oinalui Livestock.
In the Sanchez saloon, in the
Coulter
Omaha, Neb., March 21. Cattle receipts 6,000. Market slow to lower. old town, have been released on bonds
Western steers $3.25 'if 5.25 ; Texas of $100 each for their appearance be-fthe present session of the grand
steers $3.00 Hp 4.40; cows and heifers
Coulter was severely beaten,
$ 2.00 ii( 3.00 ; Jury.
$2.50(J4.25;
fanners
stockers and feeders $3.00ff 5.00; cal- though he is now able to be around.
He was on duty as assistant jailor at
ves $3.00t6.50; bulls $2.754.50.
Sheep receipts 8000, market 5 to 10 the county Jail when Elisco Sanchez,
cents lower. Yearlings $5.85 Kj 6.60; proprietor of the saloon In which the
wethers $5.25 i 6.00 ; lambs ITl'iKc tight occurred, called to him to com.?
over and stop a light that had previ7.60.
ously ensued. It was while he was
obeying trls order that Baca and Gar.
Produce Market.
Chicago, March 21. Closing quo- da. assaalU'd him.
tations:
Wlllian MeClcllail has tiled hi
Wheat May 75"; July "7. "fi V bond In the probate court, required
ly him holding the olliee of justice
Corn May
July 46.
ji
e. The bond is one for
of the
July
Oats May
$500 and Charles Melini and J;imes
Pork May $15.62; July $15.75.
Mil 'on ist.ni are the surelii Lard May $S.67; July $s.77-.Ribs May $S.57; Julv x.G7'i
$70.

46Lii;
42;
37.

.Money Market.
New York, March 21. Prime mer-
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St. Louis WimiI Marr.el.
St. Louis. March 2. Woo!
Si.
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Spelter Market.
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Matting-- .

C. O. D.

A large shipment of the best
Oriental product. Linen Warp,
Attractive Carpet Designs,
made of Fresh Straw and Is
f

caps

23c

23c

WHITE GOODS

TM OSIIWTFRS

23c
Ks

'!....'

20e to SOc Per Yard

Li2

... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

A. KREMIS

KNEE PANTS

23c

LIMA

TABLE

Vil

1

23c

23c
i

1

J

ALBERT FABER'Q

press coons

sU

absolutely perfect in construction. Ranging in price from

Nothing Sent on Approval

"Skidoo to the Tune 23"

OYs' WAISTS

23c

23c

ItlBltoNs

SHIRTS

23c

23c

HEl.Ts

DRUGS.

23c

,23c

HOSII lt

SOCKS

23c

23c
H

to

Main Springs

STATIONERY

$1.60

$1.00 to $1.60
Nickel Alarm Clocks Repaired. ..50c
Work Fully Guaranteed.

itsr

SISPENDEH.S

lADKHttKMl

CONFECTIONERY,

Get Busy My Prices for Work
11.00

Watches Cleaned

23c

HM B.s

PATENTS,

323 South Second Street

NECKWKAK

23c

n. h.

andrus

1

jjChas. L. Keppeler

MKKH HIEIfS

23c

23c

GLOVES

ULOVKS

23c

23c

DEALER IN

1IATS

BACK (OMI1S

23c

23c

AWNINGS

i

317 and 319 South Second Street I

SIDE COMBS

.

8.511

cot
Jersey City,

i;itr ix ji:k.ni:y

my,

--

--
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l.il

iit
lilt

1
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Under 8avoy Hotel
C. E. SUNTAAGG, Proprietor

Oc SAVED

ON ONLY

Considerable business was transacted before the session of the First Judicial district court at Santa Fe yesterday. The first case which came
before the session was that of Floren-cl- o
Garcia, now held on the charge
of murdering his brother. On motion
of Attorney A. B. Kenehan, the case
was continued. A decree of absolute
divorce on the ground of liilldelity
and abandonment was granted in the
case of Samuel Mestas la Madera vs.
Ma Lcocadia Martinez
de Mestas.
which had been originally filed In the
district court of Hio Arriba county.
The defendant in the case failed to
appear.
Among the several true bills returned yesterday by the grand Jury
were several against saloon keepers
for violations of tho- Sunday closing
law and puermittlng lewd women to
enter their bar rooms on Hunday. Edward Astler and George Atkinson,
proprietors of the saloon on lower
.San Francisco street, Santa Fe, were
fined $100 and costs on these charges.
Other saloon keepers were arraigned
on similar complaints today. Ignaclo
Garcia, the wife beater, after pleading
guilty to the chari.'o against him, was
sentenced to one . ar in the territorial
penitentiary. The court then adjourn
ed till 10 o'clock this morning.

House bill No. 173, providing for
armories at Santa Fe, Las Cruces, Silver City and ltoswell, was taken up
and the house by a viva voce vote
concurred in the council amendments
thereto, thus passing the bill.
Similar action was taken on house
bill No. 70, an act relative to malicious prosecution; and on house bill
No. His, an act relative to road tax
and for other purposes.
The steering committee reported favorably house bill No. 169, an act relative to school trustees and for other
purposes. The bill was considered,
read in full the third time, on motion
seconded and carried, and passed the
nouse ly a viva voce vote.
The same committee reported fav
orably house bill No. 207, an act rela
tive to bonds. The bill was read the
third time in full and passed the
house by viva voce vote.
A message from the council
re
ceived announcing the passage of
council bill No. 12G, an act relative to
salaries at water commissioners; coun
ell bill No. 126, providing funds to FRANK H. STRONG
buy hooks of records for counties,
etc.; council bill No. 127, an act to
amend chapter 45 laws of 1905. The
BUYS BUSINESS
house then took a recess until the
same evening at 7:30 o'clock.

Fl.kK' t.HWI) SYMPHONY

Open Day and Night.

Meal at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. . .

I

(Continued l'roiii Page One.)

voce vote.

''"'''"

ANIA FE COUNTY
DISTRICT COURT

passed by viva voce vote.
Mr. Holt moved that the bouse take
up council bill No. 44, an act relative
to municipal government of Gallup.
The bill was read the first and second
time by title and in full on its third
reading and passed the house by viva

Santa Fe Restaurant
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APPROPRIATION BILL
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you
size box
Shoop's
Dr.
Cough Remedy. It is
of
creamy,
snow
white,
healing antl- a
j tic balm that gives instant relief
to catarrh of the nose and throat.
Make the free tert and see. Address
Dr. Snoop. Kaelne. Wis. Large Jam
cents. Fold by all drufgisls.
C

INTO CONFERENCE
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l

Nothing Sent

HOUSE FORCES COUNCIL

re-i't- tr
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Where to Dine Well

i.

lOT Ol I.IHHI IDLING
t .i v i
an w mi; i t i :
M'i'i.v U2.s mii in m:
For catarrh, let me send
.in: to prove merit, a trial

ooi Japanese or Chinese
Cleaner than a carpet, extremely durable and
easy to take care of.

(TptCiVu 5LEri
r

Mrs. Ives.

March 21. Carrying
out the promises made by them last
week, the Klks' organization will give
a symphony conceit
at Elks' hall
under the management of the Schubert Glee club tonight. The organi
zation has undertaken this work u
a purely educational feature, In con
nection with Its regular subscription
concerts. The club will not king at
this concert, but t lie program will
lie given up to music played by the
New York Sinphony orchestra.
The
conductor of the Schubert Glee
club. Elliott Schncck, will conduct
tin symphony here.
li.isler. an employe of t h :
Get tlie pink t ckets to "Mrs, Hun-- 1
Grant Construction company, now opy's Pink Tea" and "Turn Him Out."
erating at Helen, died at tin- sanitarFriday,
"ic.
ium in tills city la.-- t night, where lie
.
o
was taken a few days previously, suf'
will
ciitics"
l'ie
promptly check a
fering from complications
After a
d or the grippe when taken early
short funeral
service in Strons'.s co!
or
at the 'sneeze stage." Preventics
ch.iprl tomorrow morning,
lie
colds ns well. Preventics
v en mains will 1..- interred
m
tlltery.
little candy cold cure tablets, and
Dr.
!:a. !ne, Wis., will gladly
A rinitai;- -.
iv
In.n. ail you simples and a book on colds
months-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin free,
if you will write Mm. The samI'. Armitage, of tins North Twelfth
ples proie their merit. Check early
siriet. died at the bono; tills inorn-ni- y colls
with Preventics and stop pneuThe funeral will be held at the
home tomorrow afternoon, conducted monia. Sold in De and 25c boxes by
lo l;.. Coop.-rami Interne ni will nil drupglsts.
lal.e p; ice i:i ftirviw cemeter.
WWII II 2.1
SM.LMT.O
::,. Don!.!-by'- .l
'Mrs
skioixMt
ioit
Tea" j,
Him
"Turn
Out." svii kiiw. oik n 23. i:i-- i in- by I'. V M.
1.
ii.atlc club. Casino, KM Ivll I It I
1
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Floor Covering
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Skidoo Sale
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per cent; silver

Money on call steady,
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Year-Rou-

JUST PECEIYED

La-s- t
evening Byron T. Ives, the
Albuquerque florist, celebrated the
parsing of his forty-eight- h
milestone
on the highway of life. A few friends
were invited to enjoy the occasion
They were Mr. and Mrs.
with him.
W. It. Cannon, J. A. Cannon. Miss
Phillips, of the Bradstreet olllce; J.
H. Baker, Miss Bowers, of the Central
school faculty; Dr. and Mrs. Geo. T.
Gould and Miss Alice Gould.
Each
guest was supplied with buttonhole
bouquet, and when invited to the dinner table found his appropriate place
by a bouquet of the same Mowers,
showed thut the seats had not
been left to chance, but were governed by the eternal .fitness of things.
The elegant rooms of the new Ives
home were decorated with the taste
and profusion in Moral adornment
which only the greenhouses of the
only establishment of its kind in New
Mexico could supply.
The repast,
which was In courses, occupied a
large part of the evening in its discussion, and left most of the participants too full for utterance. An exceedingly pleasant evening was spent
and many happy returns were wished
by the appreciative guests to Mr. and

p--

.

cantile paper

arrived from the east last night and
expect to May several days. The occasion la an adjourned meeting of the
board of directors.
The original
meeting was held in Chicago last December, but adjourned here no that
several members of the board who
had never been west could see the
plant.
In the party are Vice President W.
H. Sawyer, Hillsdale, Mich.;
C. A.
Black, Detroit; J. H. Avery, Detroit;
C. H. Winchester, Elkhart, lnd.; A. F.
Freeman, Annapolis; Mr. Webb, Warren, Ohio; J. M. Mulkey, Detroit; F.
M. Stewart, Hillsdale; Iawrence De
(iolyer. Chicago; Hoyte Post. Detroit;
Mr. Wood, Warren, Ohio, and Chas.
T. Mitchell, Chicago.
Mr. Mitchell Is a son of Senator W.
W. Mitchell, of Mitchell Bros., former
owners of the Zunl mountain timber
reserve, which is widely known
throughout the country as the
Mitchell tract.
Mr. Mitchell spent
some time In Albuquerque In 1893,
when .Mitchell Bros, were sole own.
crs of the Mitchell tract.
The first three named are member
of the executive board, as well ns being directors, and the remainder o
the parly excepting the last three
named, are of the directorate. These
three, however, are heavy stockholders of the company,
I). W. C. Merrlam, who Is also Identified with the American Lumber com"
pany Interests, is expected to arrive
from Long Beach, Cal., tonight. The
forenoon was spent in an inspection
of the company's immense mills here,
under the guidance of President Johnson.
Tonight it Is very likely the
entire party will leave In a chartered
car for Kettner, where a day will be
spent In an Inspection of the work
being done in the timber.

The Best

March 23

LOUIS
Meeting Brought West So As
and Attractive Mrs.
Septo
to Be Held at Scene
Bean Prefers Death
of xllon.
aration From Husband.
Typhoid Fever Carries Away
One of City's Most InfluDomiciled at the Alvarado are a
With money in abundance, excellent
unusually
doxen directors and stockholders of
an
health and pomessed of
Citizens.
ential
appearance,
Mrs.
the
American Lumber company. They
personal
attractie
Young

Following less than twenty-fou- r
hours after a letter announcing his
safe arrival In St. Louis, and his apparent Improvement In health, came
a message this morning, announcing
the sudflen death of Charles F. Myers,
of this city.
Accompanied by Alderman P. H.
Hanley. Mr. Myers left for Alexian
Hi others' hospital, St. Louis, ten days
ago.
Mr. Hanley was sent with Mr.
Myers by the local Masonic lodge, of
which both men are members. In his
letter to Frank It. Strong, which
reai'hed here yesterday afternoon. Mr.
Hanley stated that they had arrived at
the huspitnl and that Mr. Myers' malady had been diagnosed ns typhoid
fever. He entered the hospital immediately upon reaching the city and
was showing every siprn of rapid recovery. The death message came
early this morning.
Mrs. Myers was made acquainted
with the sad news early this morning
and will leave tonight for St. Louis,
where the remains of her husband
will be cremated. The ashes will then
be returned to this city for Intel inent.
The news of My Myers' death comes
as a severe shock not alone to the
members ot his immediate family, but
to almost every resident of the city.
He was one so wi ll known and who
had been closely associated with so
many men in business and fraternal
circles that his loss Is keenly felt in
many homes.
Mr. Myers was for two years mayor
of this city, and during his administration the city enjoyed a very substantial growth and the cltzens saw him
retire, confident that he had given
two years of conscientious service to
the welfare of the town. He also
served two years as president of the
Territorial Fair association and helped
to free that association from Its bur
den of debt at that time. He was
Instrumental In securing the location
of the lumber mills for this city and
was one of those most Inliuential In
making possible the Elks' opera
house building.
Among the fraternal orders of
which the deceased was a member are
the Masons, Elks, Woodmen, Eagles
and the Knights of the Macahees. He
has held positions of honor and distinction in almost every one of the
orders, and he carried considerable
life Insurance in these orders.
Mr. Myers was a native of the city
In which his death occurred.
He was
born in St. Louis on August 1, 1859.
On July 5, .1886. he was married and
one year later left St. Louis for Kingston, N. M., where he engaged in the
hardware business with a Mr. Wagner
under the tirm name of Wagner &
Myers.
Two years later,
he came
with his family to Albuquerque where
he has since resided. Here, lie acquired the Interest of J. T. Barra-cloug- h
In the E. J. Post company and
disposed of it about a year ago, since
which he has been retired from active
business.
Five children were born to Mr.
and Mr. Myers, four of whom, with
the widow, survive. The children are
Charles F., Jr., Elsie. George and
Anna, all at home, 10 North Sixth
street. Albuquerque. Two brothers.
It. H., and John Myers.
with the
mother, survive and are now residents
of St. Louis.
It is not known just at this time
what arrangements will be made for
the funeral, though it Is thought
probable that It will be held In St.
Louis Sunday or Monday. Mrs. Myers
will reach that city Saturday evening
and will accompany the remains.
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SATURDAY

SIONJIERE

Rstella Bean, a young woman of 704
North El Paao street. El Paso, swallowed the contents of a vial of car
bollc acid yesterday, after secreting
herself In a pile of lumber. As a result she died as the physicians say in
terrible agony. The body was found
about four hours after her death in
Neff's lumber yard by Captain Greet
of the Paa City police force, who had
instituted a search for the missing woman in response to the request of
friends. The suicide had imbibed
enough of the acid to kill a dozen
persons and when found her lips and
mouth were terribly burned.
Mrs. Uean had been a resident of
El Paso for some time. She lived
with a Mrs. Cnrolyn White, the two
conducting a well patronized mnnleure
and hair dressing parlor, she had no
children and for some reason hail
been separated
from her husband
during the last four years. It Is believed that this fact had so preyed on
her mind ns to bring about the rash
Mrs. White, who
act of yesterday.
was her friend as well as her business
associate will see that she has a proper burial. It Is stated that the husband of Mrs. I!ean, is n member of
(he well known family of shoe manufacturers and that at the present time
he is fionieuhere In the Republic of
Mexico. The suicide was hut 21 year!
of HKO and. had many friends, who
great
rJfrel her tragic end.

CITIZEN.

LUMBER CO.

DIRECTORS IN SES- -
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EVENING

90c

INVESTED

Convenience - Comfort - Security

ALL THIS WEEK
20 bars Sunny Monday Soap

for OOc
to bars for
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The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Just receivetlfromGirard, Kan.

Nutreto
the Twentieth Century Food
Drink.

The
telephone
your health, prolongs yow Uf
and protects your home,
IN YOtJR nOMK

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
IK)X'T DROP
into the fallacy that all grocerlei are
a Ike. There are aa many different
klndH n there are days In the year.
SOME (iltOC'ERIES
liave fine labels to
then
and nothing- else. Therecommend
kind we handla
will give satisfaction on the table
in the eating. We don't take the and
labels for our standard. We want to
Know the character of the contents
of every Jackage.

Nutol
the All Vegetable Oil for
Cook in jr.

-

AI.Bl'Ql'F.ItQl'E

CASH
COMPANY.

315

BLOCK

GltO-CElt-

V

Marble Ave. Phone, 206
MOMKIt H. WAHO. Mgr.

Through the re ent transfer to him
of the property Known as the Strong
block, Frank If. Slrong has become
the owner, both of the important
business fortnerl,' conducted by the
firm of O. W. .S'vong's Sons and the
building which it occupies.
The
transfer was ma le during the visit
of O. W. Strung to this city, which
ended with his il parture for Los An
geles yesterday.
The consideration
has not heen in. !? iiuhllrv
Through this ale the final retire-- '
nient of Messrs. U. W. Strong and
Harry Strong from Albunuerque busi- ness circles, in u ;l. h they had for so
many years been prominent ligures,
'J
emphasized.
at they will be as1
successful and a eptable in the new
Held of endeavot which they have se- leeteil and that i; present owner of,
the business hi - will continuo to
maintain the el! lency and the high
standard of
which tho old;
firm
had est.r .ished cannot
be
'
doubted.
i
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MATTEUCCI BROS.
West Tijeras

622-62- 4

Mr. Renter
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are you looking for a favorable
opportunity to
"ST

OWN YOUR HOME?

YOUR GROCER HAS IT

down and $(l monthly
payment will buy you a
house with bath.

$300

FRENCH BAKERY

'

pr-ai- ty

REALTY

Ol CAOT RAILROAD

CO.,

(

Koom 9, n. T. Armijo building

'
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SOR13T3NS

as strong as an ordinary iloor at prhes that defy
eaHiern-mascreen door In botli utreiiKth und price. Window
wreens that are us strong as a door at 7 rents per foot at the
d

51

s,

-

PIANIN(i MI.L.L
SUPKRIOR
HKB OUR NEW UKICK JJUII.DINfi
ooocooococo

C. BALiDlv I I)G
J.
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO

LUMBER

PAINT trovers more, looks best, wears
the longest, most economical; full rneuiure.
BUILDINQ
PAPER Always in Block.
Hater, Lime, Cement.
Paint, Glasn, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALlll'Vl'Eltgt'F. .E
MEX.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

JOBUQUISIlQUJr

VITALITY SAPPED BYIMANUAL

IN Race

AN HONEST

LABOR; WEAKENED LITTLE

NOBLE WORK

V2rtKQ .CITIZEN.

nirnsn.w. makch ft, itw.

for Huge Battleships
AllTlll It

II. Iil'TTOX.

Ijito Lieutenant,

V. S.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

....

Xa.
ALBUQUERQUE

CHILD SLAVES DYING

OE GOD

BY HUNDREDS
a

"

:

(Mv V. II.
was pneumonia,
but (lie physician
New York, March 21. The evils found that he had scarcely enough
f child labor Hre coming home to vitality to withstand a cold.
d
the greatest city in the land this
bodies that offer
no reslslein'e to disease do not furmonth.
Since March 1st the lint of deaths nish ail the victims, however. An
among the chlM Haven han length- arm gone unci no chance to work
ened to such an extent that (ho at 16 Is the pitiful story of another
people who think It worth while to buy recently discovered by the fac1ve olhough to the lowlv are shocktory authorities.
He began to be a
wage earner at twelve, Hnd an accied.
New York has had a winter of dent in the factory Is his end after
snows and rain ami Hlush.
Around four yea A of ( lie hardest toil.
the crowded and miserable homes
The condition in which the boy
f these modern white slaves have glass workers labor
is now comgathered accumulations of
ing to light and reveals some startlg
disease-bearinfilth holes and
ing facts. The little fellows who tie
pools.
on the stoppers bend over their low
Utile bodies, weukeneii by toll
stools for ten hours. Their dally outvitality sapped by long hours In
put Is about 300 bottles each.
lofts and factories are
As a machine the boy Is perfect,
easy prey of these conditions and the but the
stooped shoulders and holchildren nre dying by the hundreds. low chest, the bent back and flabby
Little Arvld Nordstrom Is one. He limbs tell the story of his slavery for
left the place where he works a $4.fi0 u week. Thev often begin this
leaky, ramshackle casting establishlife at ten.
ment on the upper Kast side at
According to the census bureau's
noon. "He felt sick."
figures 7.000 boys from ten to
That was all. Ho is now another years of nge work in the glassllfteen
pro"Vleiim of child slavery and he bad ducing houses.
Two thousand
six
not reached his 16th blrtnday.
.t hundred of them are in Pennsylvania.
Work-weakene-
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capital and surplus, $100,000

Remarks at the Ross Meeting.
Subsequently Written and
Published by Request.
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A CHILD SLAVE WHO
IIi:i.
Llttlo Arvid Nortlstroni quit work
He began work at 12, was Injured at noon liecaiiso 4,he was Kick." He
by tlie machinery, and lit 16 his right had been working since lie was IS,
the physicians found he did not
arm Is gone. Now lie looks In vain anil
huve enough vitality left to withfor work.
stand a cold. Ho diet!, of txiursc.
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ask for a box office settlement until
the audience has been dismissed.
JAS. T. McALPIN,
Mgr. and Prop. Hans Hanson Co.
MAKES GUARANTEE
Does coffee disagree with you?
Probably It does! Then try Dr.
Shoop's Health Coffee. "Health CofMr. Theater-goer- :
fee" is a clever combination of parchWe are going to have H;iu Han-wa- n ed cereals and nuts. Not a grain of
at the opera house on March 25 real coffee, remember. In Dr. Shoop's
and 26. A four-ac- t
American com- - Health Coffee, yet its flavor
taste
ed
drama with a Swedish dialect matches closely old Java andandMocha
character as a central tigure.
The Coffee. If your stomach, heart or
management of the company guaran- - kidneys
can't stand coffee drinking,
teea this attraction thus:
try Health Coffee. It is wholesome,
enA clean, moral performance,
nourishing
and satisfying.
It's nice
tirely void of vulgarity.
The orchestra of ten pieces is alone even for the youngest child. Sold by
C.
N.
price
lirlghani.
of
udmissinu.
the
worth
If you are not entirely satisfied
ItltlXK TEXS CAHl.snI MIX.
after witnessing the full performance
of Hans Hanson, 1 request your manwait: it axi keep well.
ager, Mr. (. A. Matson, to refund Mill SALE ltY (iKOCEltS
AND
your money, ('onsequently 1 will not 1)111 (itilSTS.

HANS HANSON

i:k.l
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Every mother feels a
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SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

Ir. (ieorge T. Uould, of The levelling Citizen, being called on. respond-

While not a member of wlial has
been o aptly termed "the art preservative of all acts," 1 am glad that
my position as editorial writer ha.s
Vsecitjred
for me tlue pleasure and
honor of participating in the exer
cises of this evening.
It was a poet who said il, and
yet within the pages of the
can be found of greater
truth or value "An honest man is
the noblest work of CSod." There 'a
nothing In nature higher than man.
nothing In man higher than mind, and
nothing In mind higher than the dense
of duty. A great scientist once said
that there were two things In the
universe In the presence of which be
felt overwhelmed with a feeling of
....
of
their sublimity the Ktary
night and the sense of duty In the
human soul. Clouds anil darkness
may obliterate from sight the glory
of the sky. Greed of gain, the lust
of lucre, the gratification of self, the
Indulgence of evil passions thes'.-maobliterate the sense of duly from
a human soul. Hut neither can the
llrsl look down upon us from the
far off depths of space, nor the second shine across our path from the
conduct of a fellow man, that their
grandeur and their glory do not
arouse to admiration and approval
the element of Immortality lingering
In every human heart.
An honest man Is he who has but
one standard of right doing, but one
touch-ston- e
to determine duty, but
one measurement for obligation; and
that standard, that touch-Rtonthat
measuring rod. Is the dictate of his
own conscience. Foes may hate and
friends disown him. The allurements
of reward may seek to entice or the
fear of resulting evil may seek to intimidate. Friendship may plead and
duty to others may be urged. But
like the great apostle none of thes.
things move him.
"To thine own
self be true, thou cans't not then be
false to any man."
Man's highest
duly Is obedience to his own conscience, and he Is the honest man
who realizes this fact, and stands by
It in life or dies by if need be.
Friends, I must confess that I have
but little admiration
for physical
courage displayed upon the battlemay
field. Men
do and die for their
country, and the act of enlistment
the severing of the ties of home
and the pursuits of peace, to endanger their lives upon the ensanguined
field Is an act of heroism as well
as of patriotism.
It Is a high and
holy consecration to duty.
Hut for
that reckless daring when drums are
rolling and bullets are hurtling, and
the blood rushes to the brain, and
the madness of carnage debases man
to but llttlo more than the brute
for that 1 have little regard, for In
that kind of bravery the hireling and
the professional may equal the paBut I stand In awe, and I
triot.
bow down in admiration before that
man who, like Jim Bludso, sees his
duly as a clear, sure thing and goes
for It then and there.
lu the
quietude of his own
he hears the still small voice that to
him is the voice of God, and hearing
is to obey.
Above him may tower
mountains of opposition; around him
may roar and rise passion-lashe- d
waves of prejudice; at his feet may
yawn the depths of oblivion threatening to engulf his highest hopes,
his most cherished
ambitions,
his
fondest yearnings for the future of
those he loves. On the right or the
left may stretch smiling and inviting fields of full frulton In all which
worldly success may have to offer.
I tell you, friends, that the man thus
situated uninfluenced by the opposi
tion, unawed by the prejudice, un- movea by the promises the man
who under such circumstances hears
the Mill small voice and follows it,
knowing that it leads into the chasm
he is the honest man, the noblest
work of God.
isuoh a man, ladies and gentlemen,
has been our fellow citizen for years,
going in and out among us in tlv;
humble path he deliberately chose In
obedience to the demand of duty,
and that man is Edmund G. Hojs.
In honoring him tonight, we honor
ourselves in the eyes of the whole
country which, like his own state of
Kansas, is beginning to realize the
magnitude of the injustice inflicted
upon him, and the greater magnitude
of the benefit conferred upon this
nation Dy nis heroic
In this day of graft and greed,
when the entire standard of succeji
is gauged in dollars and cents, when
the motto of the majority, seems to
be: Get money honestly if you can,
but any way get money provided
you keep out of the penitentiary
in
this day the residence of such a man
as Kdmund G. Koss is a benefit and
a benediction.
We can point him
out to our children, as he totters by
011 his stuff,
and say: There goes a
man before whom the Harrlmans
and other leaders of frenzied finance are unworthy to stoop down
and unlose the luces of his shoes.
Holy Writ tells us that the fathers
murder the prophets and their sons
build monuments to them.
There
are some in this audience who will
live to see, not in Albuquerque and
Kansas only, but at the national capital Itself, a monument in enduring
brass and marble erected to Edmund
G. Koss, r.nd on those monuments
should be inscribed in letters of gold
''An honest man Is the noblest
work of God."
Ilibk-nothin-
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Means and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

Uraet J9ttleshiijto xseiet.

Most of the leading nations of thn
.vorld are now following ihn fashion
set by Great Hrltaln, In her famous
ln the way of monster
battleships, with armaments of enor- -

nous guns.
Closely following the Iireadnauirht.
he Japanese
S:iisnmn
hua been
launched, being the second of the
type ln the navies of the world. Llk
her sister ship, the Akl, which will
noruy lie launched, the Satsuma has
a displacement of 1H.000 tons, a speed
of nineteen knots and a main batterv
of four
and twelve
guns, there being, as in all the vessels
t this type, no intermediate
batterv.
the other guns being numerous but
of small calibre, meant only for re
pulsing torpedo attacks.
Great Britain Is now about to build
three
more
Drendnaughts.
The
t'nlted States has three ln view, already authorized by congress, which
will be even more
powerful than
either the Dreadnaught or the Sat
suma.
They will currv twelve 12- Inch guns each and displace 20,000
tons, with a speed of twenty knots.
and perhaps twenty-on- e.
Russia has ordered four of these
monsters: Germany Is contemplating
a couple, and even Brazil has placed
an order in England for the construc
tion or a battleship closely resembling
the Dreadnaught.
It seems to be well recognized by
experts that the Ideal line of battleship for the future is of the type of
these big vessels, with as many high
calibre guns as possible, as the ordinary fighting range of the next
naval battles will be four, five or even
seven miles, the last being the range
at which the battle of the Sea of
Japan was opened.
gun Is generally rec
The
ognized as the limit of size for naval
armaments. It being of weight suit
I

12-in-

12-ln-

Our Prices
are right

All Kinds

able to the mounting of several on
one ship; of great accuracy and capable of being fired with as much rapidity as Is compatible with good
aiming.
It must not be supposed that the
monster battleship craze was entirely the result of the
war.
This type had previously been
decided by experts to be the coming
one, the Dreadnaught was designed
before the war mentlond broke out
and the practical experiences of that
war only served to confirm the theories of the progressive naval architects.
It is expected that the first American 20,000 ton battleship, which will
be named the Constitution, will be
commenced this year.
Husso-Japane-

Extends te Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $16,89.0.

se

SoHclts

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Presldeat; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Win. Mcintosh, 3. C. Baldrldge, Salomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
PEPOSITOrtY

Denver, Colo., March 19, 1907.
Sealed proposals In triplicate will be
received here until 11 o'clock a. m.,
March 29, 1907, and then opened for
the purchase from the United States
of standing timber on the Fort Win-gatNew Mexico, Military Reservation, approximately estimated at
board fent.
The timber to
be removed under substantially the
regulations governing similar sales by
the Department of Agriculture.
Complete information and blank
bids will be furnished on application
to the undersigned or to quartermaster. Fort Wingate. U. S. reserves the
right to accept or reject any or all
bids or any part thereof.
Envelopes
containing bids to be marked "Proposals for Timber on Fort Wingate,
X. M., Reservation," and addressed,
Col. C. A. H. McCauley. C. Q. M.

FOR THE ATCHISOX, TDPEKA ASD SANTA FE RT.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

JOSHUA S. RAYNOtDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYN0LD3

u.

m.

..Vice

Prettflent
President
Caahler

Assistant Cashier
Director
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Authorlied Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchlsoa, Topeka 4 Santa Fe

Soothes itching pain. Heals cuts or
burns without a scar. Cures piles,
nny itching.
eczema, salt rheum,
Doan's Ointment. Tour druggist sells
it.

f5OO,OO0.M

$250,000.0t
Railway Company
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Write us For Catalogue of

Our Work
"

and

PLOWS & ALL KINDS OF FARM MACHINERY

right

Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
WAGON REPAIRS AND BLACKSMITH SUPPLIES

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

J. KORBER & CO., WHOLESALE

J

ALBUQUERQUE, N. N.
iX)K)tt00O0COOfX3CC

212

NORTH SECOND ST.

ooooooooooooo

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

e.
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Paint Now
. . .

before the vines are green and climbing In your way, before the
flowers
will shame the appearance of your
building. 'Twill b a better Job and
will do no harm to your plants. As
to the paint Itself, you can get none
better lots worse than If your buying of paints, oils, varnishes, putty,
etc., is done at

PUBLISHED BY . . .

The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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CltOOKi:i UAMItl. 1:11s
dispatch dated Tonopah, Nev.
s;iys: News has been received from
liuir 111. a Jui K. walxii, formerly a
railroad conductor, shot and killed
Charles Meyers and Jack Harrington
Monday morning.
The tragedy was the result of a
KambliiiK row. it is alleged that the
men who were killed fixed a roulette
wheel in a gambling house two days

04000
"OLD RELIABLE."
La

A

11

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

two

great dread of the pain
and danger attendant upon
the most critical period
of her life.
liecominir
a mother should b a source of joy to all, tut the buffering and UK"
then was employed by
lanper incident to tlie ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery. theWalsh, who
Peak railroad, played the
Mother'5 Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great wheel,Silver
caught the combination nnd
pain and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's won ICUU. Meyers and Harrington
nre
to have demanded half of
said
severest trial is not only inudo painless, but all the danger is avoided Walsh's winnings
und when he reby its use. Those who use this remedy are no longer despondent or fused to give them the money, are
beaten him and
gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions are alleged to have
Walsh
him with death.
overcome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the j threatened
was discharged by the railroad superintendent for gambling.
cuuui uctiucni) &u luiiiiuuu 10 me critical
This morning Meyers und Harringhour ore obviated by tlie use of Mother's
ton followed him to the depot, when
rie.id. "It is vortli its weight in gold," ftf
rllle, killing
he opened fire with
He then started for OoMtlelu
both.
ays many who liavu ucJ it. $i.uo per
to surrender In the authorities.
txjttie at druir stores. ISook containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will
Cheapest accident
Insurance Dr.
be bent to any iu!Jre free upon application to
Thomas' Kleetrle nil. S'ops the pain
und heals the wound. All druggists
OIlACnClO REGULATOR OO., Atlanta, Ca.
sell it.
--

INTEREST

ed In part as follows:
toadies anil llentletuen:

e,

THIS BOY BEGAN WORK AT TEV.
He puts glass stopiwrs on bottle and when he
works
night lie
omrtliiies sleeps near tlie furnaoo or on a friendly doorstep atrather than
make tlio long trip to his home In the dark.

NEW MEXICO

New Mexico's Leading

Afternoon Newspaper
i

1

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN

ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. o c

ESTABLISHED

H. PUTNEY

17J.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Stanle Groceries In
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

...
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Rooting

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

(

i

MAIU1I

TirCRMVlY.

Al.nUQL'ERQUE
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LONDON'S CHIEF RABBI AT
EDNA MAY'S WEDDING

NOTHING TOO GOOD FOR BABY
We have Just

EVENING

Ready for your Spring Suit?
The Spring Rush for New Clothes Will Soon Set in
and Everybody Will Want Everything Right Away.
MAKE YOUR SELECTION NOW. There's no
Clothing Better Than

com-llrl- o

line of the celebrated Hey
for the
(ininll babies, ami the Fulton
for the larger ones. Coftte
earljr ami Ret first selerrion.
Go-Car- ts

wood-Wakcnr-

PA OR SEVEN.

Go-Ca-

The Washington
From $15 to

W. V.

i

FIHRELLE FURNITURE CO..

Siccnsoi UJ.

treat End Vladnet

D.

moss

I

'Attorn; 979

Also Handle

Kohn Bros. Union Made Clothing
from

(ORE

S. Reed Property Is Needed by Company For Yard

-

The deal
by watch the Santa Fe becomes the
of the H. S. Keed property on
owir
Jacknon street, Immediately south of
ffejieral
otlicea building, has been
the
completed and the road will be Riven
poraemlun May 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Roed returned Wednesday from the western part of the
otaAe. where they had been for several
The deal for the transfer
moatks.
of tae property, which Includes a
large brick house and almost three
lota of ground, was negotiated a
month ago, the proceedings belnif
carried to a point where Mr. Reed's
signature to the deed was all that was
required to complete it. Mr. Reel
at Chat time was on his farm. Since
his arrival he has signed the necessary papers and the deal is now
The price paid by the Santa
closed.
Fe, which 'has been on the market
place
for a number of years,
for the
wan not given out by the Interested
parties.
'The deal is closed and we give
oaaession the first of May," said Mr.
Keed yesterday afternoon, as he was
leaving the house to start for Chicago on business.
"I don't know as
I care to make public the price. We
will continue to make our home In
Topeka the same as before."
The Reed house will be used by the
Hants, Fe as temporary quarters for
some of the smaller departments
which can not be accommodated In
the general otlice building, in spite of
the fact that a big addltlou to that
han only recently been completed.
The plana of the railroad company
are o build the next addition to the
general office building from the south
end of that structure and on the three
lots purchased from Mr. Keed.
21.
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RISK IN STEEL HATES.
Pittsburg,
March 31. Iron and
steel interests In the Pittsburg district
over
the discovery that
are aroused
the railroads are preparing to ralsy
Oie. freight rates on steel and coko,
oommencing on July 1, In and out of
It Is being
the Pittsburg district.
discriminated against in favor of Chicago in the making of the new tariffs,
An
vigorous protest Is being made.
Increase of 13,500,000 in freight rates
upon
Pittslately
the
as
been thrust
burg district, and now the announcement comes that an lncrea.se of approximately 55 cents for steel shipments will be made between now and
July 1, this for the Pittsburg district.
Local steel plants assert that this
increase is against an increase of only 10 cents for steel mills
in the Chicago district, giving Chicago steelmakers virtually a discrimination ot 45 cents over Pittsburg for
steel to be used west of the Mississippi river.
a
SANTA FE BUILDING NKW
KOAl AT SAX IlKKNAKDINO.
commenced
A grading crew has
work for the Santa Fe on the new
line on which the Colton main line
will enter the new yards, says the Sun
Bernardino Sun. The track will swing
some distance east of the present line
leaving the old line some distance
south of Third street. The latter
street will be crossed east of where
the present line Is, and the new track
will enter the yards just to the north
of the junction of Third street and
A strip of land
Mt. Vernon avenue.
oft the west side of the Ueorge
Knight place was recently purchased
by the Kant a Fe for this new track
which will provide a much better entrance to the yards for all trains from
the south. Including the Salt Lake
trains.
The laying of this new line is a
part of the general scheme for tlv;
rebuilding and enlargement of the
yards at this point.
nt

MEXICAN' NATIONAL WIM.

PAY SEMIANNUAL DIVIDEND
The National railroad of Mexico announces its
dividend on
the $32,000,000 4 per cent first preferred stock, which was payable on
February 11. This Is welcome news
to the stockholders, for when the 1
per cent dividend was paid in July
last it was not believed by some that
the second dividend would follow.
The increase during the past si
months, however. Insured the payment of the second dividend and
showed the National line to be in excellent shape. The gross earnings for
the six months ending December 31
were $3,698,330, an Increase of $375.-ii- t;
net earnings, $1.34!, six, an increase of $108,398.
semi-annu-

al

TO WILD STEEL v
ItKilK.K OM.lt THE l l.MAKKOV
Iawtun. Okla., March 21. They

ROCK ISLAM

Rock Island & Parllie Kail-wacompany has let the contract for
a steel suspension bridge over the
Cimarron river at Dover, Klngllsher
eounty, to replace the pile bridge
whic h caused the disastrous passenger train wreck last September, when
several couches were burled in th3
Win-ihe- ll
President
liver quicksands.
says it 1s almost impossible,
however, to secure labor f.ir any
Ohiongo,

ork.

lie' machine lias been install-- d
the Santa Fe shops at San 1S rn.ir- linu for the turning out of the inside
orank pins for the new K'Ou class of
paise tiger locomotives now in ue
leiet.,f.,r.
by the Santa Fe.
been impossible to turn oil
it iiii
These pins here eieept by hand work,
The
which was very unsatisfactory.
new machine will be In charge of ll.il
A

n

McU-an-

.

FEE'S
CANDIES.

STORE.

25

New Style Spring Derby's. Dunlap & Hawes Arrived
A complete line of Boys' Clothing. Also Men's Furnishings in stock

PEERLESS HOMEMADE
AT WALTON'S DRUG

Edward. Emperor Wil
Ham. Our President Inter-- '
ested In Yacht Racing.

King

PROPOSALS FOR PRICK

posals for Dormitory

m

SU
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OSCAR LEWISOHN.
Tlii young New York millionaire,
who is cngaipil to Edna May.

Tetter, Salt Rheum nnd Eczema.

These are diseases for which
Chamberlain's
Salve Is especially
valuable. It quickly allays the Itching and smarting and goon effects a
cure. Price, 25 cents. For tale by
all druggists.
Arrangements have been made by
which the Mexican Central road will
send fifty of their engines via the
Santa Fe to the Baldwin works where
they will be remodeled and repaired.
All the engines will run dead and will
be in charge of a special messenger.
Canoe of Stomach Trouble.
When a man has trobule with hia
ftomach you may know that he ia
eating more than he should or of
some articla of food or drink not
suited to hfs age or occupation, or
that his bowels are habitually
constipated.
Take Chamberlain'!
Stomach and Liver Tablets to regulate the bowels and Improve
the
digestion and see If the trouble does
not disappear.
Ask for a free sample. Sold by all druggists.
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MEN AND WOMEN.
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Its Location

HELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITT, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x1 40
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND

OS,
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EL Whirling Spray
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XOTK'K OF SPKC1A1. ELECTION.
Ily Authority of the City Council of
the City of Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that an election will be held In the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday.
April 16, 1907, between the hours of
9 o clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.,
of said day, at the following votliiK
places:
First Ward City hall.
C'has,
Second Ward Otlice
of
Chadwlck A Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward Office of Justice of
Peace, Ceorge Craig, South Third
street.
Fourth Ward At No. 118 North
Third street.
At which said election the question
of authorising the Issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
the owners of real or personal property, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and caused to be affixed
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

Is offered for the capture of Ai
tlmo Pettlne, the murderer of Pens-det- to
Berarditfelll. Crime was committed In Albuquerque Monday, Feb-

March
March
March

21.
24.
25.

March
March

29
31

May 30

EVENTS.
Spring begins.
Palm Sunday.
Lady Day;

ruary

C. A. and C. GRAND K.

Easter Sunday.
Memorial Day of O.

A.

It.

Deafnaa Cannot Be Cured
ty local applications, as they
cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deafness,
and that Is by constitutional remedies.
Deafness Is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube In Inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and when It Is entirely
closed, Deafness Is the result, and unless the inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to Its normal
condition, hearing will b destroyed
forever;
nine cases out ot ten are caused by
Catarrh, which la nothing but an Inflamed condition of (he mucoua aurrneaa
win give una iiunnrea Dollar for
any.tense
of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
innt cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
ociiu nir circulars ires.
F. J. CHENEY
CO.,
Sold by

4.
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Free Trial.
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Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL
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HE-IOK-

TO HELEN, N, M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-oof Santa Fe Railway
fi

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.

00CVOs0oaK0f000
K0CaKs;0OOaOOas)Cwe

iOHN BE jKER,

Pies

rOR

Sill
We have taken the management
of the Standard Plumbing Ac Heating
company and ask our friends and
the public to give us their patronage
and insure them the work will be
done right and the charges will be
fair.
JOSEPH W. HE.SSELDEN,
RALPH DUNBAR.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
...The...

"SHORT

Ithenmatic Pains Relieved.
Chamberlain's Pain Balm relieves
rheumatic pains and makes sleep
and rest possible, which Is alone
worth many times its cost. B. F.
Crocker, Esq.. now 84 years of age,
and for twenty yean Justice of the
peace at Martinsburg, Iowa, say:
"I am terribly afflicted with sciatic
my left arm and
In
rheumatism
right hip. I have used three bottles of Chamberlain's Pain lialm and
It did me lots of good."
For sale
by all druggists.
SEE 01I IJAIiY
E
Ul YINt;; WE CAN PLEASE
YOU IN QUALITY AND PRICE.
FVItNITt'KE CO., SUCCESSORS TO J. D. EMMONS.
o
Subscribe for Ttie Evening CitUm

WM. M. BERBER,

Im-

ancV

Hun." They ara

Mayor.

Alt est:

STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A O GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COST-IN?1,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
HELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL, CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iN THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
O

$200 REWARD.

EVENTS

ALMANAC

FRANK McKEE.

HARRY F. LEE.
City Clerk.
(SEAL.)
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at Santa
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free-for-a-

H

DOR-

Fe
School, New Mexico." and addressed
to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, will be received at the Indian Office until two
o'clock p. m. of March 21, 1907. for
furnishing and delivering the ne
cessary materials ana labor required
to construct and complete a brick
dormitory with plumbing, steam heat
nnd electric lighting at the Santa
Fe school. New Mexico, In strict accordance with plans, specifications
and Instructions to bidders which
may be examined at this office, the
offices of the "Improvement
Bulletin," Minneapolis, Minn.: "American
Contractor,' 'Chicago, 111.; "Citizen,"
Albuquerque, N. M.; "New Mexlear.,"
Santa Fe. N. M.; "Evening Herald."
Durango, Colo.; Builders' and Trad- ers1 Exchanges at Omaha, Neb., St.
Paul,
Wis.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.;
Northwestern
Assj.,
Manufacturers'
St. Paul, Wis.; U. S. Indian Warehouses, at Chicago, St. Louis, Omaha
and New Tork, and at the school.
For further Information apply to C.
J. Crandall, Supt., Santa Fe, N. M.
C. F. LARRABEE, Acting

I.Tlf

Washington
Fashioned Apparel

and furnishings

FINE

Department of the InterMITORY.
ior, Office of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, Feb. 19, 1907.
.Sealed
proposals, plainly marked on the outside of the scaled envelope,
"Pro-

(Ity Mark O. Wutcr-.- )
Norfolk, Va., March 21. An event
In which the greatest
Interest will
center, is the yacht racing at the
Jamestown
Five
cups have been ordered for these races
and they will attract the largest tleet
:v PHOTOGRAPH.
In tho history of sailing vessels ever
IN IXINDON.
OF
gotten together for any event in the MAY.
history of yachting.
The offer of SAME WHO WILL "KNEEL AT THE
any one of the five would have
WITH IIEIt HI'S
aroused much Interest and the prof- It Wit.
fer of so many, Illustrates the magnitude of the undertaking.
These cups are offered by Kins
Special 'oi'i'cHpoiitleiicc.
Edward of England, Emperor
of Germany, President Koose-vel- t.
London. March 21. It Is n,i unSir Thomas Lipton and tha derstood that the marriage of
Edna
Jamestown Exposition company. The May,
the American actress, and Oscar
official announcement has Just been
received by cablegram of the offer Lewlsohn will be performed by the
of a golden trophy cup by King Ed- chief rabbi
of London, confirming
ward and the
has been prompt- partially,
ly scheduled.
The king's cup is of- Miss May at least, the report that
has changed her faith to
fered for the twenty-tw- o
foot class,
the class of small boats that has that of the man she loves.
aroused keener Interest than any othThe family of young Lewlsohn in
er In the racing lists of the past few New York were
at first opposed to
years. This is known as Class Q.
In the contest for this cup, Canadian the match on the ground that the
cups will take a hand and the Fife beautiful young actress was not a
ship yards of Scotland, and the Al- Jewess. It is now believed
that they
fred Mylne yards of England
are
euch building a boat for this event will become reconciled.
Young Mr.
is the most
and two are being constructed in
Canada. The boats are being buildei attentive of lovers and Is seen with
in Scotland and England have an his future bride everywhere In LonInteresting significance since it will don these days.
be the tlrst 'essay of English designers at turning out boats to the American rule, which will probably obtain under the rules of the Atlantic coast
In the next race for the American conference and all are to be under
cup.
the universal rules of measurement.
Invitations have been extended to
Advices from Germany state that
at least two boats are being built in the yacht men of every country In
the
world and assurances have been
that country for the Jamestown ex- received
that there will be represenposition cup races and while the advice does not specifically indicate tation of foreign clubs In keeping
which of the cups will be contested with the ImnnrtnnnA .if fVio nnntuui.
for, yet the intimation Is conveyed !sir Thomas Lipton has shown much
interest in the event and will visit
that they will try for the. King Ed- the
exposition races, at Gravesend
ward trophy.
Emperor Wilheim's cup will bring Kay. Long Island sound, Massachuout a most interesting race. It is setts Bay, the New England coast,
and south Atlantic coast,
offered for all classes of schooners the middle
racing at tho regular rating, with and the great lakes.
Hampton
roads, with Its tribufull time allowance In accordance
taries, offers a splendid course for
with the standard scale. It is open yacht
racing and it is planned that
to schooners of classes A, H, O and D,
the smaller classes shall cruise over
sailing as one class.
course which Includes the
the
Inside
President Koosevelt's cup will be
Chespeake Bay, and the larger classfor competition in the twenty-seve- n
and thirty-thre- e
foot classes of sloops es, over the outside course which Is
and yawls. This is known as class reached through the gateway to the
P and Is a popular class.
German Atlantic coast between Cape Charles
and Canadian boats may also enter andTheCape Henry.
Jamestown international yacht
the contest for this cup, and In this
they will have strong competition races will start September 9 and will
from New York boats which are continue until the end of the month
necessary to complete.
mainly of the twenty-seve- n
und thirty-t- if The
president of the Jamestown
hree
foot classes.
The Sir Thomas Lipton cup is of- Yacht Racing commission is Dr. .1.
fered for smaller boats, and fifteen E. DeMund, Brooklyn, N. Y.; secand eighteen foot classes, and it is retary, James F. Duncan, Norfolk,
expected to build up a size yacht that Va.
has been little developed In the lait
How to Kcnialn Young.
three or four years. The Jamestown
To continue young in health
and
exposition cup is a
ll
for strength,
do as Mrs. N. F. Bowan,
boats under forty foot racing length McDonough,
did.
Oa,
She
sayi:
contesting without
time allowance,
to give a chance to those designs "Three bottle of Electric Bittera curme of chronic liver and stomach
which do not fit the present rule very ed
trouble complicated with such an
well.
unhealthy
condition
of the blood
The only class unprovided for In
these cup races are the big sloops Ithat my skin turned red as flannel.
now practically 20 yean youngand it is likely that such a trophy eram
than before I took Electric Bitwill be offered to them to race in one
my work with
ters.
class with full time allowance, forty-fo- ease I can now do all my
assist in
husband's
and over to be eligible. Be- store."and Gurranteed
at all dealer.
sides these, races will be offered for
all classes of boats from class "A" Price 50c.
down, for schooners, sloops, cutters
THE I. EGG ETT & PLATT SPUING
and yawls, so that no boat going to BEST
ON EARTH, ONLY $5, GUARthe exposition need (ail of an oppor- ANTEED
TEN YEAItS. FUTRELLE
tunity to race. All races are to be ILRNTTIRK
CO., SOLE AGENTS.
Wil-hel-
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clothing
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Extensions.
Topka, Kan., March

10 to

OFFERING

AND

AT TOPEKA
H.

ARE

FE BUYS ROYALTIES

SANTA

30

LINE"

to the mining camps of Colorado.
Utah and Nerada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, Is
by way of Santa Fe. N. M.,
and

the

A.K

DON

Jo.iw

ANN

BY

BOM.

J. RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL E9TAT
LOANS.

Automatic Phons 4SI.
Room 10. N. T. AnnUo BulldlaaT

A. E. WALKER,
rimm
INUHANCK.

Secretary Mutual Puildlng
Office at 217 West
avenue.

Assoc-tlo-

n.

BaUrsl

W. E. MAUGEK

WOOL

with Raube and Uauger
Office, 115 North First Sk
ALBUQUERQUE, N. af.

rori a

omAOi

Dealers In Groceries, Provtrlona, Has,
Grain and Fuel.
Fins Line of Imported Wines Llqwora
and Cigars. Place your orders fa
this tins with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
and Salt
Steam Sausage Factory.
EMIL KL1EXTVORT
Masonic Building. North Third Btraa
All Kinds of Freeh

&

DENVER

RIO GRANDE

RAILROAD

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

K. HOOPER,
General Passenger
Ticket Agent
Penver. Colo.
S.

B. A. SLEYGTER
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATE
NOTART PUBLIC.
Rooms II and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Block.
Telephone No. lit.

14

Glva us your ROUGH DRV wwk.
and get it back Wedday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
Monday,

9y1

99999m
A Railway

Center

ALL FAST LIMITED
EXPRESS,
MAIL AND
1KLTGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST
AMI WKST, NORTH AND SOL'Tn.

2
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0
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0

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.

0

a

H
B

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
WITH MORTGAGE
SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR,

0
o

ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

S

n

S

b
0
0
0

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.

Sec'y
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LOCAL AND
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PERSONAL
MATIIKIt

V

IXHKCAST.

Ket.ver. t'ulo.. March 21.

colder tonight; Friday, fair.
TRAIN ARRIVALS.

SHOES

OUR

Klv.t No. I nt R:8

SATISFY

tn

$2.00 to $4.00
- $1.65 to $5.00
$1.00 to $2.50

SKI

Packages, 25c and 85c per lb.
1 lb. tins. 45c.
.

I

tins, 86c.
.tins, 11.00.

2 -- lb.

I

lb

Capitol Coffee
b.

tucket,

with

premium,

Golden Gate coffee
- lb. tins, 40c.
- lb. tins, 80c.
nothing like It In the city. Try
1-

$1.00.

2-

Something

unique
Bulk coffee, 20c to 40c.

GEO. W. HICKOX

NEW

j

T. T. MAYNAKD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWFLERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

SOUTH

SECOND

Wagner Hardware

ST.

Co.

Fogfth and Railroad Avenue

Rarebit

A

Kanning, Bowman & Co.

Chafing Dish
cliafint;

disli

1- .i

lure to

aupr.li.--

patiitd mmlMl Ivory
elect food pun lottnd only
pin;,

that your
with the

sale ar

Wagnet
Hardware
Successors to Albuquerque

Hardware

Co.
Co.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

THE

EVERITT

Diamond
RAILROAD

Diamonds, Wtcke. Jeeiry. Cat (jiau eii
your trade and guarantee a .QLMftK deal

In

I.,. C. Becker and
F. G.
Fischer, both of Beien, came In
city
he
In
will
and
for a
the
brief Ptay.
The regular meeting of tlie Woman's club will be held tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 ."harp, at the cluo
rooms.
Fred Campbell, bookkeeper
for
Gross, Kelly & Co, has returned from
a pleasure trip to his old home at
Fort Worth, Texas.
W. It. Brown, district freight and
passenger agent for the Santa Fe and
his assistant, H. M. Erhard, registered
at the Alvarado last night.
The Carkvllle Coal company Is having some additional sheds built for
the purpose of storing coal during the
summer for winter consumption.
Mrs. L. H. Ball, of Wlnslow, Ariz.,
who has been visiting her daughter,
Mrs. Arthur Cavanaugh, of this city,
will return to her home this evening.
Stated communication of Temple
lodge No. 6, A. F. & A. M., this evening, at 7:30 o'clock.
Work In the
fellow craft degree.
J. C. Ferger,
secretary,
Postoftlce Inspector C. G. Phlle, as
a reward for good services, has been
transferred from New Mexico to a district out of Chicago. The transfer is
a promotion.
The students of the Albuquerque
High school will soon appear bedecked in white duck crush hats, with
gold bands. Silver and gold are the
high school colors.
Do not miss the millinery opening at Mrs. Coverdale's Friday and
Saturday, March 22 and 23. A complete line of seasonable millinery on
exhibit. Everyone cordially Invited.
Mrs. U. F. DufT, widow of the late
Francis Duff, poet and teacher, of
Deming, has been appointed matron
at the Ladles' hospital at the Windmill City. Mrs. Duff has many friends
in Albuquerque.
Capt. E. B. Mllle-l-t left yesterday
for Kansas to receive a bunch of registered Hereford bulls for the Gunn
Mr. MUlett
Bros. & MilleU ranch.
expects to make this one of the best
herds of Herefords in New Mexico.
One of the features of the new Santa Fe yards, which are now being laid
out, will be a
station,
where operators will handle the local
yard business. The yardmaster will
also have his office there.
F. H. Dye, brother of I. A. Dye, has
arrived from Manistee, Ala., and will
take up the duties of oftlce manager
for the Domingo Lumber company.
The offices of the company are located
in the N. T. Armljo building.
o
There will be a meeting of the
club this evening at 8 o'clock
In their club rooms at Elks' building
for the purpose of organizing a base
ball team and to make further arrangements for our grand Easter ball.
John H. Grant, of the Grant Bros.
Construction company, arrived from
Los Angeles yesterday.
Grant Bros.
Construction company has a large
Pu-eroutfit working on the Belen-Itl- o
extension of the Santa Fe cut-

off.

In Mia.
Luwiuuu & Co. Chatiog IHsucs.
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Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu kCoffees

1

10:nri p. in.
a. In.

7

plies.
Messrs.

RM
ERICH
Headquarters for Coffee

2nd.

S.

0

nt

town today.
Is i'l
F. II. Arnold, of Santa F
town today.
It. J. McOiilrp. of Helen, Is transacting business here.
Frank HnatriKht has returned from
a visit to Los Angeles.
IX B. Tulley, of Mountalnair, is a
business visitor In the city.
The orchestra carried by the Hans
Hanson company Is complete and perfectly lnstrumeutated.
Anona council No. 1, Degree of Pocahontas, will hold a regular meeting
tonight at Hed Men's hall.
Mrs. Robert Renison and daughter
of San Iternardlno, ore In the city the
guests of friends.
XV. I
Galloway, of the Pullman
company, with headquarters at Kansas City, Is In the city today.
J. M. Mtnkey, C. A. Blair and J. W.
Kvery, all of Detroit,
Mich.,
are
spending a few days In the city.
Clem Ounn, of Gunn brothers, gen-emerchants and millers at Iimina,
was in the city yesterday buying , .ap-

I

118-12-

at

C. 1).

iair of shoo ynu are talked Into
buying never linn tlie onnic place In
your regard as Uio one you take to
naturally.
Sweet criinMlitii may niako a sue-refat tlie beginning Hn far as a Dole
I
concerned lint It depend on the
Klioe wliotlior Uie end Is to be satisfactory or otlierulw.
Our nlioea are easy seller. People)
are attracted to them naturally and
ctow to like them from experience.
Von can't Ret any letter for your
money. Yon can't (tet a better fit no
matter how niurli you pay.
Hint' mliy our shoes are always
moving. Try them.

C. N.

S
4

.. .i:vr

Three Chinamen were picked up
on the streets last night and ure being detained at the city jail awaiting an investigation before a commissioner. It was Intimated this morning
that the men may be unlawful imml- grants.
The concert given by the American
Lumber company band at the band
room last night for the employes of
the mills proved of equal class with
the grand concert given at the opera
house recently and was heartily
by a large audience.
The Woman's Home Missionary so-- !
clety of the Lead avenue
M.
E.
d
church will give a tea at the
Industrial home, on Fourteenth
street, Friday afternoon, March 22, at
2:30 o'clock. Refreshments
will be
Har-woo-

Palace
AVE
w,

m:r

CITIZEN.

served and a nice program rendered
by Ilarwnod homo girls and others.
There wli! be a nali f home cooking.
The Knnsns "Hermit" was enter
tained at dinner last evening hv Mnjor
mid Mrs. H. A. Hev.lt. of 419 West
lend avenue. The inn lor was a resi
dent of Iawrence, Kas., tho home of
the hermit, for a long time, holding
the position of tieket clerk there for
the Santa Fe. The diners feasted on
choice bits of Kansas gossip as well
as the viands of a well laid spread.
Juan Wulzer came Into The Citizen
olllce and left the following for
"It would be advisable for the
Morning Journal and Its management
to be more cartful In the future, and
not make such enormous mistakes as
publishing names charged with misdemeanors, which are not true.
I
want that corporation to know that I
always attend to my business, and always have kept away from places like
to the back of the Uiorleta saloon.
"JUAN SALAZAR."
IVdestralns on Silver avenue early
this morning were treated to a parade
of the most unusual character and It
was sometime before those at a distance were enabled to know Just what
It was all about.
A number of telephone construction men. about twen
participated. Kach was rolling
a large spool on which wire had been
wrapped and their long procession In
single file order afforded quite an un
usual scene.
The Christian Endeavor society of
the Congregational church will give
iin "accidental social" in the church
parlors this evening, to which all
young people are Invited. A special
invitation Is extended to the young
people of the Baptist church. A very
line program has been prepared In
which some of the host talent In the
clly will take part. Light refreshments
win De served and a good time Is
promised for all who attend.
Prof. Dl Mauro has fixed on the
17th day of April for his great con
ceit at Colombo hall. The purpose
of this concert, the professor says,
will be to display the ability of his
pupils. The numbers will not onh
all bo Instrumental, but all will consist
of oieratlc selections, the professor
believing the music lovers of this city
are able to appreciate the highest
class of music artistically rendered.
The conceit will be followed by a
dance.

COLLECTOR.
A FIRST Class, EXPERIENCED
COLLECTOR WANTS SITUATION.
ABLE TO 1TUMSH REST OF
AS TO A1ULITV ANI

ty-fi-

Mrs.

Ask to See Them.
17

I
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You'll

Shine
In business or society, if you come
to us for clothes,
you needn't be

anxious about

COUPLES
EXTRA

your appearance.

NIGHT TONIGHT

MUSIC

LADIES

FREE

We Sell.

COAL

Hart Schaf fner

Genuine American block, per
ton
16.50
Cerrlllos Lump
$6.50
Anthracite Nnt
$8.50
Anthracite mixed
$9.00
Anthracite, stove .and .furnace
sizes
$9.50
Clean Oas Coke
$6.00
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load. .. .$2.25

& Marx
Copyright 1907

clothes, and that
means quality
and style.

by-Ha-

Schiffner W Mtrx

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.

HON

10 lbs.

Nice

Y

Extracted Honey

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

for

$1.00. Order by Postal.
W. P. AUen, Box 203, Albuquerque.

D.

Coverdale

D.

an-

Opening

Friday. March

22.

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

at 2 o'clock, and continuing

Between Railroad mnd Coppir Ave., Tel. 74

all day Saturday and evening.
TO THE PUBLIC
This is to Inform the public that
neither the Whitney company nor the
J. L. Bell Plumbing company or any
other plumbing company or any In
dividual or firm connected with nny
plumbing company, are directly or Indirectly connected with the Standard
Plumbing and Heating company.
STANDARD PLl'MlilNG
& HEAT

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING

-

MACHINES

HARNESS

AGENTS roR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

John Deere Plows and Implements

0

.

Our new spring styles In white and
gray canvas Oxfords for women are
ready for your inspection.
We have
them with all leather and covered
wooden heels, and they make the
daintiest and most comfortable footwear for warm weather.
C. May's
Shoo Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

-

SADDLERY

ING COMPANY.
JOSEPH W. HESSELDEN.

Winona Wagons

McCormick Mowers and Repairs

POOL ROOM AUCTION
OF Til
DISTRICT
COURT.
Wednesday, .March 27th, at 1:30
o'clock p. m.. In the Barnett build
ing. I will sell at public auction the
complete furnishings of an
pool and billiard room, consisting of
one combination billiard and pool
table and three straight pool tables.
inlaid cues, racks, balls, twenty-fou- r
Original cost was
metal chairs, etc.
about 81, BOO. It will positively go to
me nignest Didder ror cash.
SCOTT KNIGHT, Receiver.
o
YOU WILL FIND IT AT THE MAZE
Bean pots
25c
One gal stoneware milk crocks. 20c
H gal stoneware jars
16c
1 gal stoneware
Jugs
20c
1 gal chicken
drinking fountains 40c
Rolling boards
55c
ironing boards
90c
Galvanized chamber palls
40c
Tin cash or deed boxes
75c
Buck saws
65c
Handled Axes
75c
THE MAZE.
Win. KIEKE, Proprietor.
Kindergarten
Miss ItiUltrlck'a
is now located in the Woman's club
building, 614 West Gold avenue. New
pupils will be received at any time
during the remainder of this month.
To Chicken Feeders.
Mausard's Mills are selling good
wheat at $1.40 par 100 lbs.
o
KAFFIR CORN FOR CHICKEN
FEED.
COSTS NO MORE THAN
WHEAT AND IS FAR HETTEH.
E. W. FEE,
601 S. FIRST ST.
PHOXE 10.
Our ROUGH DRY work aon's have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry Co.
BY

0O

ORDER

Wholesale Distributors

O

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

O
O

te

ft

.

H

"Paragon Trousers art tlit Hcst Mad?."

complete line of boys' and children's Caps
ever displayed in this city have just arrived and are
on sale. They include Nobby Tarns, Yacht and
p
Golf styles 50c to $1.50

MARCH

nounces her Spring Millinery

Bring it or shij it to

The most

r

THtRSDAVi

MILLINERY OPENING

Have you any musical inAddress "collec strument that needs repairs?
'character.
tor," CARE CITIZEN OFFICE.

Boys' Caps

'

pub-llcntl-

1

A

Men's Shoes
Women's Shoes
Children's Shoes

p. tn.

Second No. nt !:30 i. in.
First No, 7 on lime,
Second No. 7 on time.

No.
No.

1

Fair and

G-

Learnard & Llndeman
largest
who

dealers in the southwest
have engaged the services of

H. K Spencer
expert repairman,

formerly of the
STROItKR FACTORY. Chicago. Ill
Tuning, repairing
specialty.
206

W.

and polishing a

GOLD

Al.lll OlEROFE,

NEW WMEXICO
BOUGHT, SOLO

TICKETS

R.R.

AVE.

EXCHANGED

AND

AtsoetMtloa Oflot
TreaseetlooM

0

O

o
0
o

Harvesting Machinery
.Not Made by the Trust i.

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs - - -

FULLY

0

Write
tr(

mouth rirtt
its.dot,tie.403.I IT.North

WARRANTEDr
Lo IPxicess
Albuquerque

rirttrot

JVett Mexico

0O
0
0o
0
0o
0
0o
o
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HE

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that Is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arliona for life insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronized and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed In home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It U to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insuranoe Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

Cuerenttto

ROSENHEIM'S,

1

18 W. R. R. Ava.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
A1 THE
COLOMBO HALL
Admission

50c

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DANCING SCHOOL
Ladies Free

3C
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